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'1urrj k 114rtidaN thernoon, February ,
SCOUTING DRIVE --_ Eel Shinners, let_ and Charles Walston look over
some Four Rivers Council of Boy Scouts of -America materials that solicitors
with the organization will.)pe using this week in an advanced gifts fund
drive. Shinners is chairman of the local advanced gifts drive while Walston
is general chairman for the overall drive. The organization met today and
are expected to meet again next Tuesday to kick off the general fund drive.
'Boy Scout Fund Drive
Gets Underway Today
Boy Scoutsof America, kicked off the- -
driAv:solociraltimes toodi aFyourwithRiavebrears Cokfaunstcailt,
Murray-Calloway-County Scouting fund
Holiday Inn in Murray.
The advanced gifts drive will go on
for the next 10 days, according to
Charles Walston,general chairman for
the drive.
Solicitors with Scouting will be
calling on businesses and others in the
area for donations to the program.
Scoe=as seven levels of donation
rn 'Wbenefactor, the highest,
sponsor, guardian, patron, leadership?
century and fainily.
Persons with the organization are
slated to host a kick off breakfast for
the.gsperal fund drive Feb. U, 7:30 a.
m., at the north branch of Bank of
Murray, according to-Walston: -
Vaterbtft Chemical Sponsored the
brealfast today. Ed Shinners with
Vanderbilt Chemical is advanced gift
chairman for the 1978 drive.
Boy Scouts advanced gifts solicitors
include: Waltston Charles Clark,
Scouting executiVe, Walt Apperson,
Guy Billitigton, James Byrn, Ed
Chrisman, Joe Dick, Glenn Doran,
Max Hurt, Bill Kopperud, Allen Moffitt,
James Overby, Forrest Priddy, David
Roos, Waffor.d Sautel, Qene Schen-
bather, Lenard' Vaughn, Bob Hopkins,
Chuck Wynn, Paul Kiesow, Jim Greer,
Gary Haterstock, G. D. Smith, Groover
'Parker, Ron Ohunhill, Rex Galloway,
Bud Post, Ed Stacy and Shinners.
Small Claims Court
Workshop Scheduled
People in Kentucky who have been
"ripped off" do have recourse — the
Small Claims Division of District Court.
To explore the use of the Small
Claims Court, a workshop is scheduled
at Murray State University from 7 to
8:30 p. m. on Wednesday, Feb. 22, in
Hoorn N-307 of the Applied Science
Building.
Sponsored by the Department of
Home Economics, the workshop
designed for interested consumers and
businesses is open to the public at no
charge. It-will include discussions of
where and how to file a claim and how
to prepare for a hearing.
Two representatives of the Consumer
Protection Division of the Kentucky
Attorney General's Office — Ruth H.
Baxter, assistant attorney general, and
Melinda J. Burdette, consumer
^ education specialist — will conduct the
session.
Workshops on the Small Claims
Division of District Court are part of an
educational effort being conducted
across the state by the Consumer
Protection Division.
In effect since Jan. 1, the Small
Claims Court, sometimes referred to as
a "Consumers Court," can be a tool for
consumers and small businesses in
settling disputes of $500 or less ef-
ficiently and inetpensively.
The court was designed so that
consumers and businesses with
unresolved complaints of $500 or less
could file a claim or defend themselves
with or without the services of an at-
torney.
inside today
WASHINGTON (AP) — The striking
United Mine Workers union today
reached a tentative contract agreement
with a major independent coal
producer as Labor Secretary Ray Mar-
shall began consulting with con-
gressional leaders about "definitive"
action to end the 77day-old soft coal
strike.
Administration officials and union
leaders said they were hoping the
tentative agreement with the Pittsburg
and Midway Coal Co. would break the
stalemate in the national strike.
P&M, which is owned by Gulf Oil
Corp, is not a member of the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, which represents the large
coal companies. BCOA members mine
One Section 12 Pages
Governor Julian Carroll has unveiled one of the most
cleverly engineered political programs in recent history,
says &C. Vail- Curon, whose column "Agree or Not"
appears today in the newspaper opinion section. Van
Curon's column can be found on Page 4.
light snow
Cloudy with light snow tonight,
ending Tuesday morning and
accumulations of one to two in-
ches. Lows in the low 20s. Cloudy
with highs in the upper 20s
Tuesday.
Fair Wednesday with chance
of mow Thursday and Friday
ending late Friday. Lows in the
























WIN AT BOWUNG GREEN — Pictured are members of Callowly County Speech Team, the group that captured
first place honors at Western KentucirrState University, Bowling Green, this weekend. Murray and Calloway high
school speech teams practically dominated the tournament, capturing first and third places.
Businesses Asked To Cut Thermostats
V.
Conservation Effort Picking Up
All businesses in Murray were asked
today to cut back thermostats to 60
degrees or lesalvinin effort toeonserve
energy consumption.
The request came from Murray
Mayor Melvin B. Henley who also
asked local residents to cat lap
thermostats in their homes to
degrees or less, except where sic
prevails
"If everybody will cooperate
wen. get into trouble," Miley said; in —
making the announcement. "We havea .
good chance of avoidiiii. rotating
blackouts if we exceed the cutback
requests now like we did during our
ellerilY.-emergenCy lathe winter of 1977.
"If we can she* die Tennessee Valley:.
Authority that we can reduce our
consumptionhy_tne_arnount re.q14-*
without blackouts then we will resist
efforts by TVA to institute any sort of
power cutoff in Murray," Henley ad-
ded.
Henley said that street lighting is
being drastically curtailed by the city
in cooperation with the Murray Electric
System. He urged commercial •
operations to also cutback on un-
necessary lighting such as outdoor
- aigns, etc.-
The mayor ufged 'laeal 'shoppers-to
recognize that "business houses which
are cooperating in this emergency will
- - -somewhat . uneoinf one We_ for
shoppers as well as employees." •
"We ask that- you continue to
patronize these businesses because if
they are uncomfortably cool this means
they are cooperatingto prevent of us •
from being involved in a rotating _
blaekoot where electrieity is-rutoff -for -
a period of hours," Henley said.
Most of us would rather shop in an
uncomfortably tool business than to
have our home cut off completely,"
Henley added. "Most employees would
rather work in a coat than to have
shortened business hours with the
-resulting cut in their paycheck."
The local effort comes-on the-heels  of-
announcements by TVA that a four-step
conservation plan may be implemented
throughout the region- served by the
federal utility. TVA last week asked its
22 million customers to cut their use of
_etectritity-W20-pereent. officials said
the voluntary 20 percent cutback could
push a mandatory 30 percent reduction
to the second week of March.
The cutbacks.are being called for to
reduce the drain on TVA's coal strike-
depleted stockpiles of coal.
Mayor Henley and Bill ,Barker,
superintendent of the Murray Electric
System, pointed out today that during
-energy eihergeneies In past years;
Murray citizens have always gone
over and above the call of duty." They
'4$3th.irriookastred thet if •viocal--eon-
sumers can show TVA a good con-
servation effort now, then blackouts
may not be necessary.
As part of-the- 30 percent- voluntary'
reduction, TVA asked all consumers-to
lower thermostats teat host 65 degrees
and asked industries to 'reduce to 50-55
degrees in active work areas.
Residential customers were asked to
wash and dry clothes and wash dishes
less often' with larger loads; spend less
time in the shaper and cook fewer hot
meals.
Commercial customers were asked to
cut indoor and outdoor lighting and
consider closing early. Spokesman
John Van Mol said states and cities will
be asked to reduce Street lighting.
- TVA made a similar appeal during a
four-week UMW strike in 1974. But the
agency had only 4 million tons. of. coal
stockpiled then and the call for con-
servation was issued as "soonas that
strike began. -
TVA had a" total stockpile of 1.9
million tons, roughly a 25-day supply, at
10 of its f2 coal-fired power plaids on
Wednesday. The agency had more than
12' million tons stockpiled, a 117-day
supply when the United Mine Workers
went on strike 10 weeks ago.
The 30 percent curtailment to in-
dustries receiving 500 kilowatts of
power or more is the first step in TVA's
emergency plan. The average home
uses about 15 kilowatts.
Next would be a similar -forced
reduction-to stores ahd homes followed
by an even larger — -50 percent —
4putbacit to industry.. Rotating blackouts
among all consumers, excluding some
emergency facilities, is the fourth and
final step.
Wan- Mot said. there- has been no
evidence that coal producers still
operating nee now goughing utilities on 
the spot Market as they did in 1974,
when the price of cgs' more than
UMW Reaches Tentative Pact
Of CoalWith. Major Producer
about half the nation's coal.
P&M has 800 to 1,000 mine employees
and six mines in Kentucky,, Missouri
and Kansas.
et-
The tentative P&M pact must be
approved by the union's bargaining
council and the union's membership.
If the contract is approved by the
- miners, P&M could begin producing
coal, helping to ease shortages in- some
areas. But— more importantly, the
tentative agreement is expected to in-
tensify pressure on the BCOA and the
UMW to cerne to terms. _
It was not immediately clear' how
long it will take for the tentative P&M
contract to be voted on by the miners.
See COAL,
Page 12, Column 6
doubled in some instances.
officl said the price for a
ton of average quality, coal on the spot
market has jumped from $20423 to $27-
830 in the past three weeks.
•
STREETS DIMMED — Murray Elec-
tric System Frews began cutting off
streetlights throughout Murray today
in an effort to save on power con-
sumption. The effort is part of a city-
wide drive due to the coal-strike
prompted energy crisis faced by
TVA.
Calloway Takes Sweepstakes
The Calloway County Lakers Speech
team captured three different
sweepstakes trophies, including the
prestigious Young American Traveling
Sweeptstakes Trophy at the Western
Kentucky University Invitational- held
on Friday and Saturday at Bowling
Green. Twenty-eight schools from
Kentucky, Ohio, and Alabama com-
peted.
This was only the second time a
Kentucky team had-been presented
with the three and one half ft. traveling
-trophy. In recent years teams from
Ohio had dominated the competition,
according to Larry England, speech
coach. That domination ended this year
as Calloway and Western Kentucky
virtually swept all of the sweepstakes
honors. Aside (rom the Traveling
Trophy, the Lakers received a Grand
Sweepstakes Trophy by recording 134
sweepstakes points overall.
Merrysville, Ohio, was second with 88
points followed by Trigg County with 83
points. The Speech Team received its
third sweepstakes trophy when the
team recorded a first place in in-
dividual events with 124 sweepstakes
points. Trigg County was 22id with 55
points and Murray High received third
with 50 points.
Calloway placed the largest number
of individuals in final cortfbetition as 16
team members received awards. First
through seventh place honors were
presented due to the size of the tour-
nament.
Members receiving first place were:
John Brinkley, oratory; and James
Bibb, humorous interpretation.
Speakers awarded second place
were: Gail Tucker, extemp speaking;
Karen Edwards, oratory; Rick Cun-
ningham, storytelling; Lesa Hoke,
dramatic interpretation; and Glynnis
Tabers, prose.
Members winning third were: Chuck
Williams, extemp speaking; Danny.
Kingins, storytelling; Jackie Parker,
poetry; Lesa Hoke and Debbie Smith,
Duet Acting.
Winning fifth were: Chuck Williams,
oratory; John Brinkley, extemp; and
Lesa Jones, poetry. Marcia Cun-
ningham recorded sixth place in prose
and Dawn Sledd was seventh in poetry.
The Laker . Speech Team remains
undefeated with 8 straight tournatiaent
victories.
Murray High Wins Third
The Murray High School Speech
Team participated in the Western
Kentucky tvfniversity Speech Tour-
nament, Bowling Green, this past
weekend. Thirty-one school from five
states participated in the meet.
Murray High's team received third
place sweepstakes in individual events.
Individual honors went to Kim Alley
and Mark Austin, first place in duet
acting; Kim Alley, second place in
poetry interpetation; Laura Shinners,
third place in dramatic interpretation;
Robyn Burke, fourth place in dramatic
interpretation; Mary Morris, third
place in humorous interpretation:
Laura Shinners, third place in prose
interpretation.
Others participating were Delores
Honchul, Delaine Honcho!, Steve Sears,
David Sears, Lysa Lyon, Susan Nail,
Serena Sandness, Ray Steward, Kent
Harmon, Pat Whitlow, Kimberly
Owens, and Heather Kodman. They
were accompanied by Mark Etherton,
coact and Mrs. Earl Owens.
ACE THIRD — Pictured are members of Murray High Speech Team, which' placed third in speech competition
this weekend at Western Kentucky State University, Bowling Green. Kneeling with team trophies are (horn left
Heather Kodrnan, Robyn Burke, Kiln Alley, Laura Shinners and Mary Morris. Shown standing dre (from left): Kent Har-
mon, Pat Whitlow, Lysa Lyon, Susan Noel, Steve Sears, Kimberly Owens, Ray Stewart, Kelaine Honchul, Serena San-
ders, Delores Honchul, David Sears and Mark Hherton, speech coach.
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It's Not Easy To
Fall Out of Love
By Abigail Van Buren
49780y Ctocago 77,twoe N Y News Svntl Inc
DEAR ABBY: My problem is not having enough
strength toreak up with a guy I've been going with -for
nearly three years_He's 24 and I'm 23.- I have become so
emotionally involved with'him that its tearing me apart
becaose I know he's playing me for a fool.
_ He never takes me anywhere unless ies my treat: and- -
for the last three years, he has always managed to pick a
faght with me just before tbe holidays so he doesn't have to
buy me anything. 41-always give him something, however.1
- We've talked about- marnage, but-he's caTeful- never lctr
-get pinnerdown to a-date. 
. _
I'd like to have a home and kids, Abby, and when this
guy is svyeet, kbere is nobody in the world sweeter, but
most pf the time I'm walking around with an aching heart.
HoW can I either get him to marry me or forget about
him for good?
ACHING HEART
DEAR ACHING: I doubt that you can get him to marry
you, which is a break for you. Tell him it's over and to
please do you a favor and stay out of your life. Keep busy
with other thoughts, other activities and other people. It
will hurt for a while, but it's preferable to continuing in a
relationship that's bound to hurt- worse—and possibly
'forever.
* DEAR lam a high school-Student. Last 'weekend
my very best girlfriend slept over. The day after she left,
my mother missed about .820 worth of her good cosmetics.
I didn't want my mother to think my friend had taken
— -Medi S-61 -§ard---1- Eact—nto' riloweir than sand' left trim
somewhere.
Snow Shoveling Need Not
Cause A Pain In The Back 
Let's hope these tips won't be needed
  in.Kenfucky this--yeAr. But with
the memory. of the big gnoWs fresh, this
might be a good reminder. for next
year.
Before the snowflakes stop falling or
as 'soon as morning comes in Helsinki.
Finland, whole neighborhoods of people
bundle up_and turn out to shovel snpw.
Contrast this lively scene with the
stillness 'of most Kentucky towns and
cities after a heavy snowfall.
. A strictly-observed ordinance in
Helsinki allows snow on sidewalks to be
_6 centimeters deep that's 4tiout 2
inches. After that, shopkeepers and
householders are expected to start
shoveling.
They also clear snow on the street in
front of their houses, giving an assist to
city snow-refnoval equipment which is
" _constantly on the rrrove. •• --
BaCk 'in: lteptucky, once 'schools
___ began opening their doors to students_
.this'. oak week, iniist.."waliters." found-
rough goiog on unshoveled sidewalks.
Some of the people who' did tackle the
snowdnfts with a hurt'. their
---toneks; --arit4---:a--few— suffered ,heart
--ntack-c, oramiorse.:= -
Prentti jeraslinna, w1l TOM -abotn--
snow-removal chores in his native
Finland, . is a __physical education
professor at the University of
Kentucky. He says that when you grow
Lift with your legs, not with your
back. Keep your back straight and
bend your knees. Your hands should
be far apart, with "lead" hand close
to the load at snow. ,
up shoveling snow all winter- long,
there''S not much risk of straining your
bock But beginners can run into
• _trouble-4 ikely_dun't *now_ how to use a
shovel correctly -
Back-saving Tips
He offers the following advice to
Kentuckians- -who will be- digging out




chapter of the Society ...of
Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi recently
accepted eighteen, new
membert. t —
They are: Terri Barnett,
Members
and Pizza House. Dr. -L J.
Hortin, .retired chairman of
the MSU journalism depart-
ment, spoke on "Freedom for
-All" after the dinner.
-•r -The- Society iS'a -voluntary,
not-for-profit sisgadization of
1. Keep that "lead" hand close to the
..loadrOf_SOCOY._91Line._abwitl_aW _keep
your other hand at the far end of the
handle.
2. Lift with your legs; rather than
'with your back. Keep-- your back,,„
:straight and bend your knees. (Watch,
for example, how a weight-lifter heists
his extraordinary burden.) -
3. Use the trunk of your - body and
your shoulders; too, when- you lift and
throw snow. Keep your arms extended,
rather than bent, aDd rotate, your
shoulders.
4. When you lift heaVy wet snow, use
your thigh or knee as a pivot, with your
legs apart and knees slightly bent. This
transfers the Weight to your leg and
allows you to shift your position more
easily.
5. Use a wide snow shovel and you
can push a lot of that white stuff out of
the way, instead of lifting it.
- Don't °Verde — '
Terraslina adds that. a .big shoveling
job is healthy exercise for an active
person in good physical condition. But
for someone with health problems, it
could -be dangerous.
ha9e any doubt about exerting
yourself this way, check it out with
your doctor first. It might prove safer
to leave the shoveling ' to another.






•66:;x4:4;:.;:k.6:;:;: By MRS. W.
4.
P. WILLIAMS •:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:••..:•:•:•:•:•::•:
take the punishment than have my mother think my
girlfriend is a thief. Abby, I turned the house upside down
looking for thosq cplmetics, and they are just gone!
Should I tell my motheel had nothing to do. with it, and
. it just had to bathat girl? Or should I take the punishment
and let it go?
HIGHLAND PARK
DEAR H. PARK: If you can catch your girlfriend with
the evidence, do so and-give her a chance to return the
stolen goods. if you can't, tell your mother that you didn't
take her cosmetics and that you lied ,to protect-u friend
who may not have deserved it. "
DEAR ABBY: The first six years of our marriage we
had four singles and a pair of twins. My work Was never
done, and I felt tired and dragged out all the time.
Nartrally, I took it MR on my husband. The poor guy used
to sit in bars just to get away from my nagging and
complaining.
Then I read a letter in your column from a woman whose
situation was almost identical to mine. In your answer you
said, "Mothers of small children tend to forget that their
husbands need love and attention, too. Quit feeling sorry
for yourself and concentrate, on your husband. No_matter
how many complaints you have, keep quiet, and find
-something to compliment him on. Kill him with kindness!"
Well, I felt like killing him. so I was willing to try
anything. At first it w-as-a real effort to be nice to him, but
I forced myself. Pretty soon I discovered that the nicer I
was to him the sweeter he was to me.
That was a year ago. and I am just getting around to
thanking you for an answer to a letter that I didn't write.
But, it worked for me.
HAPPIER IN HAWAII
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I with a long,
pelf-addressed, stamped (24 cents( envetepe to Abby, 132










































Dr. L. J. Bodin









Tenn; David Wills, Richmond,
Va.; Keith Koehler,
Louisville, Celia Wall,
SYrdsonia, Ruth" Ann Combg;
Grand Rivers; Elaine
Spalding, Elizabethtown; and
Carrie Joy Welborn, Elktown.
An initiation ceremony was. PADUCAH PATIENT
held Feb. 12 in Wilson Hall on Mrs. Donald Johnson Of
the MSU Campus. A dinner Murray has been a patient at
followed at DeVanti's Steak Lourdes hospital, Paducah.
freedom of the press. Even if 
you 
have no in-
Professional members must tensrtiosnpeofeogrderipisehng:gny, pthehmst:
be actively engaged in Jour- atiaiam... wining in annoy
n al is m . Campus members ineke-7- mouth water. Imutt be s e,student in good,
Vending who have reached at 
tsrtenjoyausethfthaeirefisorte thecm.inte-
least the sophomore level, who addition to the wealth, of
are engaged in the study of beautiful plants and shrubs
journalism- at a college or 'that areprhited se -chlbrIttlly:
university where a chapter is they become a sort of Garden
established and who have EncyClopedia,
indicated their intention of They list flowers for shade,
practicing journalism as a life for full sun, for moist ground,
profession. or dry hard-to-grow places.
Murray State's chapter was—They you how to plant,
established in 1973. and how to care for the young
seedlings. Garden plans and
layouts are given, as well as
the size of the mature plant
and suggestions for color
combinations. They become
invaluable to a gardener.
I am sure the birds are-as
happy as I am to see patches
of good old earth appearing.
They happily peck around
hoping to find a seed or grub
in the soil. The birds have
been dependent on the hand-
outs they receive, when the
Ice and snow remain on the
ground as king as it has this
year, Stores have sold out of
seed, So apparently lots -of
folks have been thoughtful of
the birds.
One thing-we can do while
we are more or less shut-in is
to make a 'terrarium. Any
glass container will do, just so
It is large enough to get your
hand inside. A large
apothecary jar or large
brandy snifer will do fine.
Put in about an inch or
PERKINS BOY
Timothy Lynn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
L Perkins of Mayfield Route
Three for their baby boy born
on Sunday, Feb. 12, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Perkins and Mr.




Murray Route Five has been -
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
PERMETRK BRAIDS IL TWISTS (SPRING-SUMMER 1978)
Pernetric,Hair, as 'created by the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association, lends itself
imagiaptiee. darkens using various braids,--hviese.onsLoisionons, •fise-Imleimwrissp-iseoidoci ond tied on
top the head, or pulled into atriking chignons at the side. All reflect the softness end femininity
so.important Joe Spring-Summer wear.
, try Nerwrr, ••••• (rwreerk,1... hr,t. Mew •••••• Nr. A r
A Mout . +et- ....rot kw IR,
limob,snowliensi Cw.rrednplvr. Arrocoatiror, re 4,1, t, 63101
w okra, cor,-toc !kr.
tra.0
more of small gravel,
sprinkle a handle of fine
broken charcoal over it and
add the dirt. A mixture of soil,
sand and compost or rotted
- leaves is best.
Then set Small plants in the
dirt. There are several that
can be .taied. Coleus, small
begonias, tiny ferns, violets,
are all usable -as 'well. as
others. You may have potted
plants in the house that could
be used. Water it thoroughly,
then place a sheet of glass
over the top. It will not need
water for saiieral week.s. If
too much water collects on
the glass, take off the top for a
few hours. It might be fun to
try it.
Meanwhile be working on
your plans for outdoor
planting. Don't wait until
time to put things in the
ground, for you will in-
variably find there is
something you have
forgotten. I am a great one
for making out lists, and it
really does help. It keeps you
informed as to what you need,
when you need it.
The present weather
doesn't make us feel very
garden minded, but it will get
warm and one of these days
very soon, we will feel the
sunshine Of spring and
the annual familiar urge to
get out and dig. There is
nothing so refreshing as the
feel of good clean earth




 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, 'FEBRUARY 21,1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
liven for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 29) NIA
Get together with associates
who share your interests to
discos., alniStlons;40Pc5i Plans
for the future, new ideas in
general.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't cross others without
ample reason. It may be better
to wait a bit before making
decisions, give time for added
factors to appear.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Avoid present tendencies
teeters' lethargy and inertia.
Self-discipline is one of your
strongest traits. Stress it ?IOW.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) et)
A great day for presenting




(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44qq
This day's progress could be
furthered by joining forces with
someone outside your normal
circle — but with sithilar in-
terests, of course.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Stars extremely beneficent.
You now have a chance to cash
in on good will, to increase your
prestige,
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) siL-Ln
Be cautious in dealing with
associates.. Some-may urge you
to make certain commitments
against your better judgment.
Don't allow yourself to be
pressured. -
SCORPIO
OL___t_ad, to Nov. 32.)
Don't regaid.decisions made vir.
circumstances may necessitate
revisions later in the day.
SAGITTARIUS
4Nov. 23 to Dec. 214
A day calling for your best
judgment. Don't take action in a
tricky situation before you've
heard the whole story, and DO
try to see the viewpoint of
aseeetates. -
CAPRICORN
(Dec:. n to Jan. 20) Ala
Be ready for changes. Some
surprising orders will be given
regarding your duties and
responsibilities. Maintain your
balance and avoid extremes.
AQUARIUS
(Jan, 21 to Feb. 19)
A day for remaining in the
background. Your hunches are
correct, but this is not the time
for taking direct action. Only
through subtlety will you win
-the gains you desire.
PISCES
(Feti. 20 to Mar. 201
- ti unexpected dieceverryo
make will prove, profitable.
Your clue lies in reading bet-
ween the lines, carefully
studying the "fine print."
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a keen and
analytical mind; have strong
will power- and enormous
reserve energy. You have a
magnetic personality and 'Your
'Versatility is so outstandhig- - •
that, properly educated, of
course, there is practically no
field of endeavor at which you
could not succeed. You would do
extremely well in banking,
science (especially -chemistry •
or medicine) or writing. You
could also excel in music or on
the stage, The deeply idealistic
and-humanitarian side of your
nature _also fits you for the
religious life or for any oc-
tion which involves the ,
rui-we a`the-iiriderp-rivileged.




iter; W. H 
in the a.m. as* final. Certain poet. •
District I B&PW
To Meet, Murry
Sunday, March 19,st two p. , Plans , were made at, the
nOiusines,s and Professional board meeting of the Murray
Women's Clubs of District I B. & P. W. Club held Thor-,
will hold its spring meeting at sday, Feb. 16, at the Triangle
the Peoples Bank of Murray Inn. The group also endorsed
North Side Branch building. Jean White, Cadiz, as 1978-79
The district is composed of ten state B&PW presiant.
clubs located in Mayfield,
Paducah, Reidland, Lone Oak,
-Fulton, South Fulton, Benton,
Princeton, and Murray.
Martha Babb; Mayfield,- is
district I director and Jean
Elkins, Murray, is assistant
.director. Euple Ward,
president, Murray Club, said
one of the highlights of the
meeting will be the Speak Off
by the clubs' representatives





Sit down to a
real steal( meal,
instead! That beats -grabbing a fast bite' any day!And our complete meals cost just a littlemore than eat-and-run snacks,Try our money-§aving daily specials — or
our change-of-pace'burgers,.chicken,
A real steak meal you can really afford! shnmp, or fish. -All cooked right, priced
Sizzlin-hot steak (choose from 7 kinds) right
steaming baked potato with topping, or Next time, forget the rush-rush kind of -
crisp 'n crunchy fries (yotir cnoice) ... a trip eating, arid sit down to a real steak meal,
to our generous salad bar, a butter-melting instead. At Sirloin Stockade












Chopped Sirloin Meal, salad bar. and your
drink. lust $1.89!
TUESDAYS
Hearty Club Steak Meal, salad bar, and --
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(%3 LuncH mEnu SCHOOL )
91in4s Jeffrey, food service
director for the Murra Cit
schools has released the
menus for the week of Feb. 20-
24 at the schools. they are
subject to change -Cuii:jd
availability of food, etc. They
are as follows:
They are as follows:
MURRAY HIGH-
Monday-choice of hot
brown beef .stew, ham-
burgen, hot dogs, and chef
salad; Tuesday-choice of
pizza, roast beef (sandwich,
hamburger, hot dogs, chef
salad, and variety of fruits
and vegetables; Wednesday-
choice of turkey and• gravy,
fish sandwich, hamburger, hot
dogs, chef salad, and variety
of fruits and vegetables;
Thiirsclay-choice of tacos,
chuckwagon, hamburgers, hot
dogs, chef salad, and variety
of fruit* and Yegc.tableS;
• - Vriday=choice of _chili and
sandwich, ravioli, hamburger,
hot dogs, chef sallid, and




urger, a a Pots
uTsI
or peaches, cookie, Announcements of the
Tuesday-pizza or 
chili with winners of special awards for
their .participation in thepeanut butter,mixed -fruit or
gelatin, corn, cookie; Wed- Read-a-th°° s943heered by the
nesday-turkey and gravy or Zeta Department of the
hamburger-potatoes, Murray Woman's Club weregreen
beans, peaches or fresh fruits, made at Carter and Robertson
rolls and jelly; Thursday- Elementary Schools this
pizza or tocos, mexican beans,-
sviteekenThe 
con test
involVeddges forlegelatin or mixed fruit, cookie; tudents cellecting p 
each book they read during aFriday- hamburger or sloppy
joe, creamed potatoes, period of time. The money is
peaches or applesauce, cake. donated to the Kentucky
CARTER AND ROBER- Association for Retarded
TSON- Citizens which will in return
Monday- chili dogs, benefit the Calloway County
creamed potatoes, peaches chapter.
and cookie; Tuesday- Ruth Caldwell served as
spaghetti, tossed salad, chairman for the elgary
orange wedges, brown bread; schools. '
Wednesday-meatloaf, but- in addition to the sitadsq- _
tered potatoes, greenpeas, shown in the photos above, the
rolls, t.nd. jelly; Thursday-. following- students from..
hamburger, tri-tateis fruit Robertson-- received cer-
salad, and 'cookie; Firday- tificates of recognition: Mitzi
raost beef sandwich buttered Boggess, Dana Morton, Jen-
carrots,_pears, and ehrieolats safer _
cake.. q_arland, 
• . _
Carter & Robertson Winners
In Read-A-Thon Honored
Lisa Whitaker,. Cynthia




'become psychiatrists of sorts
for patients contemplating
-
"Patients will tell a torn-
, ' they wouldn't talk
a'' ly a a 1 erap
And these are-- things a
.therapiat often needs to
know," says_ health systems
engineer David Gustafson,
who developed the system
along with psychiatrist John
Greist. •
,qustafson says _that wielin a





The Olga Hampton Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Women met at the
church for the Royal Service
program on Monday, Feb. 6,
at seven p. m. with twelve
members present.
Maxine 'Nance, president,
presided, with the opening
prayei led by Juanita Collins.
— The study on "Reaching - -
Native Americans" was led by
-Ruth Warren. Those on the
panel were Linda Cooper,
Faye Orr, Mildred Crawford,
Mary Kathryn Starks, Hattie
Lee Galloway, and Gladys
Williamson.
The prayer calendar was
read by Maxine Nanee.
Refreshments in the
Valentine motif were served
by Ora Kuykendall and
Juanita Collins. Also present
were Dorothy Brandon and
Mary Turner.
MADISON, Wis. (AR) ''Often, however, counselors
Computers are thotta_br._71mdereatimate the seriousness
some to be cold pieces of of the problem," he said.
machinery, but in a sew Gustafson said tests with the
program at the University of computer show that it is
Wisconsin-Madison, they will nearly twice- as effective-in--
predicting whether a person
who threatens suicide will go
through with the act.
A patient sits at a machine- . monday, February za Tuesday, February 21
like, a evision screen with a Remilarnmeting dila& has Ellis Center will be even
— °ut been changed from today to -Ifrom ten a.m. to three p.m. for
answers to dozens of questions mooday, retr-v-,--at seven --activities by the Senior
appearing on the screen. p.m. in the dart room of the. . Citizens with Sack lunch at
Besides questions about -the-essubwavrn---ssay Court House. noon and band practice at one
-patient's medical arid social=s= ; -  -
background, the computer Theta Department, Murray
asks things such as "Do you Woman's Club, will have a Dexter Senior Citizenswill
have a suicide plan?." and "Do dinner rneeiing_ at-the _cion . -meet it-the Dexter Center at
you have a way to _carry it honse ats6: 30 p.m. 
out?" '
the results of-each patient's Recovery, Inc., will meet at
interview with the computer, the health Center, North 7th
Which may last op to an lin'', and Olive, at seven p.m. -
are analyzed by professionals
of 32 ritical
factors wilt& the computer and Accepted.- -masons will
spoUstWitiiithid suicides. atrthe hillge hall at 7:30
Gustafson says the com-
puteridso-cankeeprecordsrofi-
each patient; 'and- spot Bluegrass State CB Club
dangerous. psychological. will meet at the hall over Murray TOPS Club will
trends developing hi order to Wallis Drug at 7:30 p.m. meet at Health Center at
predict possible suicides: It seven pin.
has been in the testing phase Calvary Temple will have a
for three years. benefit supper at the church
U.S. Public Health Service with serving to start at six
figures show a steady rise in p.m. Price will be $1.50 for
the- nation's suicide rate. In adults and 75 cents for twelve noon. A potluck lunch
1960, 19,041 Americans killed children under twelve, will be served and Margaret
themselves. The figure rose to - Trevathan will be in charge ofmurray Postoffice will be
21,507 hi-19650BM* in 1970 --elosed-ditetenatienal-haliday, =MEM_ -
Rebecca Page, Vandana
all, Barry Harrell, Heather
Doyle, Mike Buress, Steve
Robinson.
who look for any c Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Do
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Musk 'Department. of
Murray Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at 710-poy.-
George Washington's* bir-d.,
thday, Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
" Stele Henderson who lost
Senior Adult meeting will be
held at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church at
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will- meet in the
auditorium of the -Special
Education Building, Murray




The element plutonium Methodist anrch Women will
was discovered by American have its call to prayer and self
physicist Edwin_lvlattisoss denial program at the home of
McMillan in 1940. Mrs. Lee Lassiter at one p.m.
_.Children can still get such serious preventable childhood
diseases as polio, me whooping ho coug , lockjaw '
and mumps: Yet, many children have not been
getting the shots they need to be protected from them.
What about your children? Have they had all their
shots?,If not, or if you're not sure, check with your doctor.
Letting your kids go unprotected is an unnecessary
risk of their health.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental of
Kentucky, we're concerned about rising health care .
costs. That's why we're working with consumers, doctors
and hospitals to find ways to hold these costs down. '
You can help by taking care of yourself. Staying healthy
is the best kind of health care - and the least expensive.
Write as for information on-quality-health care prepay-
menispiaasArse  CrosS and Blue Shield-and Delta Dental
of Kentucky. 9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville, KY 402D...-
J- We want you to stay healthis
their home and contents by.'
fire on Feb. 7 will be held at
seven p.m. at-the community
room of the Federal Savings
luid-Latim- Seventh and Main
Streets, Murray. Mrs. Hen-
derson is the former- Debbie
Crick, daughter of Mr. and
'Mrs. Earl 'Wade Crick..
poses, a.university, college, or
junior college student is
-considered- fuli-time if -the
institution consifiers - the
Strident -12-- lult4ime at-
. tendance accordig to its
standards for day students,
provided course of study lasts
at least 13 weeks.
•
spokesmatr-went on: one for otiWitittY or.i--COMMUnitY. s people. atany.Social Security
university, college, and juidOr college, office can proviskinformation
college student,. and another -=_A private school or college about a pertiinlarOtitiot -the
for high school, trade,. or approved by a state or ac- spokesman added, -
vocational school students... credited by a state recognized - Students benefits- fen -
For Social Security pur- or nationally recongnized continue during a vacation
accrediting agency. , period of not more than -4
s-An unaccredited private months if the student was full-
school or college, provided- ‘-titne before the vacation 's
that at least.three accredited - period started and intends to 
schoolsor colleges accept ists return to full-time attendance
credits on transfer on the after the vacation -ends. .
same basis as credits tran- The telephone number of the
sferred from an accredited Paducah Social Security office
school. . is 443-7506. The telephone
. A high school-, vocational, or. Schocols, outside theunited puTber forthe- -
trade school is considered full- Itates ma, qualify under Social Security office is 247-
time if the school considers certain circumstances. The 8095.
the student in full-time at- 
b. 
tendance, the student is
enrolled in a course of study
lasting at least 13 weeks, and
the student is enrolled for at
least 20 hour a week. ' •
A student is not eligible for
benefits, however, if he or she
is paid by an employer to
attend school because the
employer asked or required
the studeatto attend.
mother is on leave from the
Livingston County School
System.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Hale, College Farm
- Road,- Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ray T. Hall, Calvert
City.
PADUCAH.PATIENT
Joe Wilkins of Dexter Route
Lake Area Singles will meet one nu been diamiased from
at seven p.m. at the-Rank af---Lourdes Hospital, 151diicah.
Marshall County, Benton, with
Sandy Shapiro, family
counselor at the Mental
Health Center, Benton, as
speaker. .This is open to all
persons who ' are divorced,
widowed, or never be
married.
Wednesday, February 22
Ladies day luncheon at the
Murray Country Club will be
served at noon. Make
reservations by Monday by
calling Mrs. Darold Keller,
753-9263, or Mrs. Gene Mc-
Cutcheon, 753-7650. Bridge will
be at 9:30 a. m. with Mrs.
Stanford Hendrickson and




The Lake' Area Singles
Group will meet Tuesday,
Feb. 21, at seven p. m. at the
Bank of Marshall County,
Benton.
Sandy Shapiro, family
counselor for the Mental
Health Center, Benton, will be
the guest speaker.
All persons who are single
- reason of _ divorce,
widowhood, or never having
been married are invited to
attend, a spokesman said
Greg Roberts, Jeff 'Rodger,
Mike Maehleman, Sheltie
ward,Gina Herndon, Lealk -112,11-ADAMS. who Collected S14395 dming-the-gead--- -
Loberger, Angel- Adams, Jay,- a4hon, was awarded a special prize of a back-pack by
Simmons, Kelly Don Curd, the members of the Zeta Department of the Murray
hiark_Woman's Club. She is-the daughter of Dr.-and Mrs. John
Hale, Flisia Montgomery. Adams and a 4th grader at Robertson.
Billington, Sandra Hutchens,
Lee Patrick, Shawn Cooper,
Haong Dinh.
PARTICIPANTS of the Read-a-thon from Robertson Elementary School who received,
T-shins for collecting $2.5 or more are from left Mark Doran, Jason Bilhngton, Ion Matt
Hall, Don Brock, Jr., Amy Spencer, Tammy Clark, Leishen Kennedy, Tammy &aglow,- - -
Ruth Caldwell (co-chairman of the event), Leslie Adams, Nancy Smith, Julie Bartlett
and Lisa Shoemaker.
STUDENTS from Carter School who participated in the' Read-a-41itie art _._
from left Lisa Ford, Becky Snow,- Scott Byrungmin Yoo, Madt-callaway,llsent-
PriddySSfate-lrogard, feJk-Vpialkklkibble Koos, and Alesia FliriisAren Eggs
sent when the photo was made.
Unmarried Sons And Daughters -
Almost everyone knows that
Unmarried sons and daughters
of retired and disabled
workers and survivors of
deceased- workers can get
Social Security benefits on
parent's Social Security -
record if they are full-time
'students bet weer( 111 -and -22?"
acordingt to a local Social
Se-cut:Hy spokesman. But`,.:'
many people are confused as
to just what is a student, the
spokesman added. •
There are two rules, the
HALE 
BOYillMr. and Mrs. Gil ey Hale of
Gilbertsville are the parents
of a baby boy, Ryan Thomas,
weighing six pounds six
ounces, born on Wednesday,
Feb. 15, at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
They have another son, Ray
Garry, age five. The father is
superintendent for the In-
ternational Pollution Corn- .




spokesman continued, is just
what kind of schools qualify.
Students of the following kinds
of institutions can get Social
r. Security itudent beneffts:
-I-A high school supported or
Opeirated by a state or local
government, or the federal_
government.
-A vOcational or trade
school supported or operated
by a state or local govern-
ment, or by _the -federal
government..
diArege, or
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Get a headstart
in your new town.
— Don't waste tine wondering about a fast way to-gat
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've lust moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.
.e O.A°1L
_ K4ther Outland-753.3079 cathirriGurott.7c1.7305 
•SELLER SAL
WE'VE REDUCED OUR MOST POPULAR HOTPOINT QUALITY APPLIANCES TO MAKE
FOR ONE GIGANTIC SALE! BIG SAVINGS... COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS!
4-1-axt_Fucrin±
. 0 15.7 Cu. ft. no-frost refrigerator -
freezer 0 3 Adjustable cantilever
ss-Aelwelears-O Powsu-Sav.eu .c_





All refrigerators reduced as well as specials on washer-
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Cleverly
Engineered
,,VRANKFORT. - Gevernor Jullan
!Carroll unveiled one of the most
:2Ieverly engineeredpelitical programs -
in recent history to combat two
emotional issues in this legislative
.session.
Last week the governor revealed a
plan to gain more state revenue from
- the coal severance tax while at the
same time reducing the rate from 4.5
percent to 4.25 percent. His plan
disintegrates the- enthusiasni behind'
two bills that he considers unwise in
ttitaxeS.
First off is the proposal, or several of
them, in bills now before the legislature
It repeal the state's five percent sales
tax_cui utilities. Thesecond is to head off
a move by coal county legislators to get
a large share of the coal severance tax
returned to the coal-producing counties
with no strings attached.
He seems to hold all of the trump
Cards in his new plan that would
provide 3240 million to finance state.
road projects, most of them_ in the coal
_productog counties;of _eastern arid
western Xentucky..
At the same time he proposes using .
part of the mopey to give low income
families some relief on, their fuel bills,
the stated purpose of sponsors of bills to
repeal the' sales tax on utility bills. He
said $10 million of the money would be
used 'for this purpose:- • •
The governor's objection to lifting the
sales tax on utility bills would cost the
sidle to6 miichinatieyla-that Much of -
e e  uuld go to the iicli'.s well as
the -p: -He- claims- only the eldery
4 living on fixed incomes and: the low
income families are the ones who need
the relief He also said lifting of the ,
'sales tax on Otilities is an unwise move
from the fiscal, viewpoint.
The governor's proposal would ex-
tend the sale? tax to the cost of
processing coal and the transportation
Of•ccial -TD-the-processing points instead-
of lel, ying the tax on the coal as it came
out of the mine. • _
He also wants to tighten the
machinery for levying the tax to be sure
that none escapes. There seem to be
some reservations, now that not all the
produced coal is being taxed. -
One observer here exclaimed that the
governor sure "lit up the Christmas
tree" when he made his proposal.
One legislator said after the gover-
nor's press conference where he
revealed his plan last week, "I would
like to continue the fight to return more
of ;he severance tits to the coal
producing counties, but I haven't got
anything to fight iiith." • _ -
His new "road proposals -go iK areas
where people have been screaming for
years for road imptoverrients without
much success. The plaint of these
people affected has been that their
areas produce much revenue for the
state but that the money is spent in
more populous areas where the traffic
count is greater.'
One skeptical observer muse&
theloVernoi' didn't have anktriing.
about helping Terry MeBrayer's
chances for becoming governor" when
this plan was revealed. McBrayer is the
governors. known. rhoier. for the_ next COPle, 14..11 SOMK.111
four years.
- These-are counties -where the new--
road projects are planned: Bell and------- Vents-3— At MSIJ.
Knox, Boyd, Fleming, Harlan, Hen- -  
derson, Lawrence and Martin, Lee and
Wolfe, Letcher, Mason, Montgomery,
Morgan, Muhlenburg, Perry. Webster,
and extension of the Jefferson Freeway
in Jefferson Centity. _ _
This isn't the first time that' juggling
of tax money'llas been used to' further'
political interests and the general'
welfare of Kentucky. U. S. Senator
Wendell Ford, when he was in the state
Senate under Governor Louie B. Nunn,
sponsored a bill and got it passed to
remove the five per cent sales tax from
prescription drugs. This became one of
his • main issues in his successful
CaMpaigh- for governor. It was a very--
emotional issue at the time.
While he was governor„ Ford_ -
removed the sales tax from take-home
food aftd used this as the chief 'issue in
his race:for the United Aates Senate-
There was no hue and cry then that it
would deplete the tax base. Ford just
levied the severance tax on coal to




• - • •
says removing the sales
utilities would- endanger the
income not help only these-that. need
_relief. They said nothing about helping
the rich when removing the sales tax
from prescription medicine and food.
It's-really a nice game when you
know .ho W to play it. Carroll just
knocked the props out from under all
proposals by legislators to remove the
tax from utilities or send mover money- -
back to the counties that produce coal.
Imagine how any legislator can vote
against a plan that will improve the
roads in his area.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E.-Daytha-St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
in June. I have never worked in my life
as I always stayed home-and raised my
children. My husband is 62 years' old
and he will continue to work until he is
65 years old. Can I sign up for Medicare
now or do I- have to- wait until my
husband starts drawing his social
security? D.S.
A You are eligible for Medicare on
your husband's social security work
record when you turn 65. Your husband
should go to the local, security office
approximately three months before
your 65th birthday and sign up for
social security, but specify that he does
not want to start drawing his benefits.
Once he signs up you would be eligible
for part A {,hospitalization) free and
Part B medical i would cost $7.70 per
month as, it does for everyone on
Medicare.
Anyone who is still working and at
least 62 can sign up for social security
to make their' spouse eligible for
Medicare. The worker must be at-least
62 to do this. However; the spouse is not
eligible for social security spouse's
benefits until the worker actually
retires and starts social security. .
For people who are now on the
Medicare program or will soon be
turning 65 and going on Medicare,
Hearthne now-has aiiiilable their-new
1978 version of "Heartline's- Guide to
Medicare." This book is still written in
easy to understand, question and an-
swer form, 'but the 1978 issue has much
more information. Included in the new
issue are the new deductibles for part A
medical insurance, more items and
conditions that Medicare covers, a
more concise explanation of i-easonable
charges, and detailed instructions on
,.how to fill out your Medicare claim
- -form.. •
. You can receive the 1978 ".Heartline's
Guide to Medicare" by sending $1.75 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45831. This:- book, is completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied
your money will be cheerfully .refun-
ded. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: My wife is 63 years old
and I am 65 years old. We are both
drawing social security and working
part time. During 1977, our income
from working was--$5,700 and we have
interest income of $750 for a total of
$6,450 gross income. Will we have to file
an IRS tax return? C.J.
. A. Yes, you will have to file an IRS
return for your 1977 earnings. A
married couple where one spouse is
over G5 and the other under 65 must file
a return with the IRS if their gross
income from wages and interest ex-
ceeded 35,450 during 1977.
Those with a gross income less than
$5,450 are not required to file- a tax
return.
A couple where both are over 65 can
have a gross income from wages and
interest up to $6,200 for 1977 before they
are required to file a return.
Any person who is self-entployed
must file a tax return if their net in-
come from self-employment is $400 or
more. This is for people under 65 as well
as over 65. However, anybody who has
wOrlted for wages must file an IRS
return to-receive a refund on the taxes
paid if they are due one.
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
World War II. I am presently receiving
a disability benefit from the V.A. My
wife recently had a stroke and she now
needs constant nursing care. Is there
anyway that the V.A. will assist me
-with this expense? C.T.
A. There is the possibility that you
could be eligible for an additional
allowance for your wife if her condition
is such that she requires regular aid
and attendance. In order for you to be
eligible for this, you must have a ser-
vice connected disability rating of at
least 50 per cent. Veterans who are
receiving less than 50 per cent service-
connected disability or those who are
r'iceiving a regular V.A2retlrelnent Or
• iiiee-connected disability are not
• eligible for this benefit for a disable
wife.
Monday, February 20
The Lady Racers will meet the
Western Kentucky women in an OVC
basketball game at 5:15 p.m.. The
Racers wiltf: Meet the-Hilltopper men at






some of . the Washington weather
sessions. And in reporting his findings
back to me, I find his conclusions both
chilling and heartwarming.
"First with the good news," Fin,
derbender said, placinga log on the
fire. "A -'gradual buildupof carbon
-dioxide in the atmosphere, brought
i:•oal - Strike are - bed:wing strange aboutlitheburning liffixiiil fuels, 141/1
bedfellows. If the strike continues and create a greenhouse effect in the upper
the frigid weather stays, we could be in atmosphere in the next 25 or so-years:
for a few chilly evenings sitting by the yvii get ivanner.,,
be held from 2 to 52z. in Room Dili of fireplace, reading ,by the candlelight. "Emnininim.7 mused.: -sounds
-giev-Tart better than 25 inches of snow, zero
Tuesday, February 21
"The Seventh Seal," starring Ingmar
Bergman, will be presented at 7 p.m. in
_Room 423 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. There is no charge and the
public is invited.
Wednesday, February 22
Murray State s• business , VITA
_ Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
program, to bell) anyone wishing aid in
filing their 1977 income taxretorps, will
Ca'
Thursday, February 23
A student tenor voice recital by David
W. Ezell, Hopkinsville, will begin at
„8:15 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the-Price Doyle fine Arts CAenter..
Thursday, Icebryary
'through Saturday, February 25
"Twelfth Night," Shakespeare's
romantic comedy of mistaken identity,
will be presented each evening at 8 p.m.
in the University Theatre. The ad-
mission price is $2.50.
Friday, February 24
A student baritone voice recital by
Michael J. Shore, Savanna, Ill., will
begin at 8:15 in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Friday, February 24,
through Thursday, March 9
On exhibition in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center will be: a graphic design and
photography -exhibit,- by Robin Gail
Frederick, -Owensboro; paintings by
Carol J. Humphreys, Alamo, Tenn.;
and drawings by Linda Davenport,
Trenton.
Saturday, February 25 ,t
• The Kentucky Music Educators
Association solo and ensemble festival
for junior high and high school students
from the First District Education
Association will be held all day in
Lovett Auditorium and the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. For additional in-
formation, call Dr. Roger Reictunuth at
762-4288.
The Lady Racef-s will meet the Austin
Peay women in an OVC basketball
game beginning at 5:15 p.m. The
Racers will play the Governors men at
7:30 p.m. Both games will be in the
University Fiekitiouse.
The second of a series of six art
workshops for students in grades five
through nine will be conducted from 9 to
11 a.m, in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Classes will be held in drawing,
ceramics; painting, textiles design-,
printmaking, and jewelry forming. For
more information or to register a child,
call Jim Stickler in the Department of
Art at 762-3787.
Saturday and Sunday.
February 25 and 26
Murray State's indoor track team
will be at the University of Illinois
participating in the Illinois Classic,
Sunday, February 26
Eddie Pawlawskr, Brandenburg, will
present alrombone recital at 2 p.m. A
piano recital by Rhonda Kay Crews,
Kevill, will follow at 3:30 p.m. Both
•recitals will be in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Bible Thought
"And God shall judge among many
people, and rebuke strong nations
afar off; and they .shall beat their
swords into plowshares, and their
spears into pruninghooks: nation shall
not lift 'up a sword against nation,
neither shall they learn war any
more !" Micah 4:3
(;0(4'.4 plan. for- the .fskturts. J
Planet is, far more liciptrful than a11
the planners who sd around lahle, in
4,eneva and in.the United Nation%
It .seems that everywhere you go
nowadays someone is 'either talking
about the weather or the coal strike.
-Ho* much pow are we supposed to
gel-might?" or "I think the problemn •
with the coal strike is Arnold Miller,"
-are two phrases I often hear.
Ironically bothboth the weather and the
But take heart. For tliose ivho feel
we're entering another Ice Age, there's
good news. A group of leading at-
mospheric scientists, meeting .in
Washington have-laid-to-East all claims
to an impending fee Age. me scientists
report that average global tem-
peratures are, more likely to rise than
fait by the year 2000. •
Dr. Fineus F. Finderbender attended
•
Letter To The Editor
Appreciates Support
Dear Editor:
Kentuckians W491,641,363 into U. S.
Savings Bonds during 1977, -bringing
total National Bond holdings to more
than $76 billion. That is an impressive
amount of financial security ac-
cumulated; a substantial backlog of
'future buylift-poWef. -
And newspapers in ,Kentucky have
helped make it possible through
generous public service advertising
support of the Bond Program.
With this success to build on, the
Treasury Department asks for your
continuing cooperation in promoting
Savings Bonds, which not only offer a
means for building personal savings,
but provide a non-inflationary method
of financing the public debt.
The enclosed brochure offers 'a
preview of the advertising for the
coming year. I think you will agree that
these ads continue the same fine quality
that we have come to expect from this
campaign. You are already on our
mailing list to receive these ads. If you
do not wish to receive this material,
please let me know. -
For The Advertising Council, the
Treasury Department and all of our
Kentucky Savings Bond Volunteers, I
thank you for the support you have been
able to give the Bond Program during
1977. We are counting on your con-





Editorials, colu:nns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
"exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger -8r
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas. presented -by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to resmhd with their
feelings on the paHWular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor. .
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
temperatures and no electricity."
"Nowthe bad news," he said. "If the
temperatures *arm, -let's say a degree
on the average, by the year 2000, that
warming will trigger major weather
. shifts throughout the globe. A 30 year
drought would probably hit the Great
Plains; severely 'reducing that area's
ability to produce food. The Sahara
Desert, on the other hand, would
probably turn into a greenbelt."
,-Oh my gosh!" I exclaimed. "And
what if it gets cooler, by a degree?"
"I'd say be prepared to learn how to
construct an igloo," Finderbender
chuckled. "It's not all that drastic.
There is some good news."
"And what's that?" I asked, almost
afraid to carry this thing further.
"An Arab Oil Embargo will almost be
an impossibility by 1990," Fin-
derbender concluded.
"How so?"
-The Arabs, along with the rest of the
- should run out of oil by-then."
"But we'll still have coal. "I injected.
"Sure. But you know the con-
sequences of using that?" Fin-
derbender asked. "Coal is a fossil fuel."
"Let's see if I can figure all of this
out," I said. "First. We're going to run
out of oil. That's a forgone conclusion.
Coal is the next immediate solution. But
coal is a fossil fuel and fossil fuels are
heating up the earth, which could lead
to climatic changes. And if we run out
of coal, we'll slowly freeze to death.
But, on the other hand, if we run out of
coal we won't have to contend with coal
strikes anymore. Nor will we have
those outrageously expensive electric
bills in the winter!"
"Correct." Finderbender said.
My advice: Throw another log on the
fire.
Isn't It The Truth
,Those experts who splash around in the
think tanks of universities and private
corporations, those thinkers who either
have everything all figured out or are
trying to draw a curtain over what they
can't figure out, may indeed be experts,
but what this country needs are fewer
experts and more professionals. The
professional has the holes in his socks
mended. The expert throws them away.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago.
The "Fresh Act" band will play for a
Murray State University Student Union
Building. Band members are Mike Dill,
Mike *Wilkerson, Ronnie McMinus,
Mark Johnson, Dickie Elkins, and
Jerry McIntosh. •
Airman First Class Michael Overcast
is now on duty at Anderson Air Force
Base. Guam. •
Marine Private Jimmie D. Boyd was
graduated from eight weeks of recruit
training at San Diego, California.
Prof. -E. B. Iiowtnn,- Stephen Allen,:
ChartesE.Wyart:Feftre.-Perrtnretrr
Bon durant, and Joe Fuqua will be
amorigthose participatinginVic-Farm
Management School Feb. 2t and 22 at
Murray State University.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds'
defeated Tennessee Tech in a
basketball game with Claude Virden as
high scorer for Murray.
- 30 Years-Ago- -
..
A low bid of -$766,735 by the Hartz-
Kirkpatrick Construction Company of
Owensboro for constrattion- of the
student union building at Murray State
College has been accepted by the board
of regehts. Ten -othei. bids
received :by the board.
Mrs. John Pasco will direct the World
Day of Prayer program at the First
Christian Church on Feb. 21. This will -
be sponsored by the United Church -
Women of Murray and Calloway
COtirity: -
In high school, basketball games ,
Murray High beat Union City. Dan
Pugh hit for 22 points for Murray, aer
cording to the story written by Ted
Sykes__ , .
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr of Murrar
and Mr.- and Mrs. Leon Phillips' of.
Detroit, Mich., are on a (three weeks!
vacation to Acapulco, Mexico.
Gun Glory" Starring Stewart.: 
Granger and Rhozda Fleming is,
showing „akthe Varsity Theatre.
20 -Years.
A total of $2,76.58 was received in the
Galloway County March of Dimes-
campaign for 1948, according to County
Chairman Claude Miller.
TheRev. A. M. McMillen, missionary
to China, will speak Feb. 22 at the
Salem Baptist Church, according to the ,
churchpastor, the Rev. T. T. Crabtree. •
Deaths reported include Eldrage
Smith, age 37.
The fOurth annual production of
"Showboat" by the Murray High School ).
Music and Dramatics Department -
opened last night in the high school :
auditorium. The theme is "One World." '
Mary Elizabeth Roberts, head of the
music department, and Harry Hendree,
head of the dramatics department, are I
the directors.
Mrs. Henry Elliott and Mrs. Fred
Gingles presented the program at the
meeting of the J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the Con-




By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 20, the 51st
day of 1978. There are 314 days left in i
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
• On this date in 1962, astronaut John,
Glenn became 'the first American to
orbit the earth. After being 'launched
from Cape -Canaveral, he circled the k
earth three times and made a safe t.
landng in the Atlantic. .
On this date:
In 1437, King James I of Scotland was •
murdered in the Scottish city.of Perth.
In 1792 President George
Washington signed an act creating the
U.S. PoSt Office.'
In 1809, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled '
that the power of the federal govern-
ment is greater than that of any in-
dividual state.
In 1895, a revolt against the Spanish '4
broke out in Cuba.
In 1938, Anthony Eden' resigned as 1
British foreign secretary, charging t
Prime --Minister Neville Chamberlain
with appeasemet of Nazi Germany.
In11964, Morocco and Algeria signed
an accord to end a herder conflict which
had resulted in troop dashes.
Ten years ago: The battle for the
ancient city of Hue, in South Vietnam,
went into its fourth week.
. Five. years ago.: . The government
announced that the cost of food waif up
,between 2 per cent and 3 percent, the
biggest monthly increase in 20 to 25
years. .
One year ago: The administration's
proposed cut of funds for 18 major
water projects was strongly opposed by
officials of 18 western states at a
meeting in Denver with Interior
Secretary Cecil Andrus.
Today's birthdays: Soviet Premier
Alexei Kosygin is 74 years old.-Attorney
Roy Cohn, who became famous as an
assistant to the late Sen. Joseph
MeCaAhtis 51 yesitt OM! '" -
Thought for today: Man is not'made
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Nieged Panamt Drug  Deals 
.WASHIgGTON (AP) 7 The
first votes in the battle over
the proposed Permits. Canal
treaties are likely to occii?this
'week as opposing sides probe
each other's strength, but the
decision on whether to give
Senate consent-to the pacts
remains a month away e
After a Week-long recess,
. the Senate returned to another
fu/1 day of-dehate--ort-ere
treaties. Because of the
Washington's Birthday
-holiday; the Mouse stteduled
only the traditional reading of
the first president's farewell
congressional address.
Congressional activity
returns to normal on Tuesday
with most interest centered on
the canal debate and the
resumption- of, efforts to-reach
a compromise on energy
legislation.
With some members of
Congress sounding more
optimistic, Senate members of
the energy conference com-
mittee, which has. been
deadlocked for months, are
working on a proposal to
break the stalemate over
price controls on natural gas.
"Hopefully; we might see a
compromise this week or the
week After;" skid Rep. Philip
Sharp, D-Ind.
MISS YOUR PAPERI
%Mabee' lobe awe set
received mar beame-olebered
'seri of The Warevy Weer i
lima by WO p.n. alsahyl\I
Fridey cm bp 3:30 p. es Sear-
legerHe
between 5:30 p. a. aed 6 p.m.,
Ileaavpivilay, fa 3,31 p.a.
Nod 4p. lalways, a. were
-ialvay 41 Wee waspaper. Cab
met be paced W' pm. week-
days lor, 4 p.a. Seararps I.
puma* delivery. .
The Senate plans to go Into
secret session on Tuesday to
discuss allegations that Gen.
Omar Torrijos, the
Panamanian leader, and
members of his family have
been 'involved in drug traf-
ficking.
The allegatiolia, are con-
tained in Drug Enforcement
Mininiatra000 rerrta 'tufted
overto-the-Senatektelligence-
committee. The secret session
was scheduled because _some
ottheTtipert; are elaSSifled.
Supporters of the treaties
say they know tit no bard
evidence - the
Panamanian leader with drug
trafficking. And they say the
allegations are a peripheral
issue with no direct bearing on
the merits of the pact.
In another development,
U.S. officials-said Torrijos told
them he would consider
turning Ills brother Over to the
larritedStateii tO fieezifirditici
charges. The officials said
Torrijos told them he, thought.
such an action might enhancer
the treaties' chancel. _
SENATE CHAT 7-- Sen.. Richard Weisenberger (D-
Mayfiel4 left, pauses during Senate business to talk with
colleague Sen. Wiliam Sullivan (D-Henderson). The
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Marquette Should Take
Top Spot In Cage Poll
By KEN RAPPOi'0111
AP Sports Writer
Everybody wants to get into
the act, and the way the
college basketball season is
going, eventually most
everybody will be in it before
it's over.. - - • -
So far this season, the No. f
-ranking has been the property
of three teams — North Caro-
lina, Kentucky and Arkansas
— and figures to be held by a
fourth as a result of what hap-
--pened over the weekeild. -
Now it's Marquette's turn to
sit in the hot seat, it would
seem.
"There's no doubt we should
be No. 1 now," said Marquette
Coach Hank Ra yaw nds
following a 57-45 victory over
Cincinnati Saturday night.
The victory by the second-
ranked Warriors was almost
-Cartabrto promote-thenr-into.
.first place over Arkansas this
week. The Razorbacks, top-
ranked for only _a week, were
beaten 84-75 by Houston as up-
-sets continued ito under'score
this zany college basketball
seasop.  _
Three other. Top Twenty
members were beaten by un-
ranked teams over-the week-
end. Notre Dame," No.7, lost
4.60- -to South Carolina. and •
No.15 Minois State was beaten
by Athletes in Action 100-9?
overtime Saturday.
Sunday, Minnesota upset "
ninth-ranliad Louisville 72-71..
The loss was the third straight
for Louisville in a week.
"it's certainly no disgrace
to lose on the road to a team
• like MinnesOta," said
Louisville Cesich Denny Crum.
"This was our fourth straight
game on the road and we were
tired. .1 thought both teams -
played well, though."
In another game Sunday in-
volving a Top Twenty team,
No.13 Providence beat Boston
College 92-74.
In Saturday's other big









Loyola of Chicago 73-63, and
10th-ranked Michigan State
trimmed Ohio State 79-74.
Also, No.11 North Carolina
beat No.17 Virginia 71-54;
No.12 Texas whipped Texas
Tech 78-63; Providence
downed Campbell College,
N.C. 63-54; No.16 Syracuse
stopped St. John's 77-65; No.18
Georgetown walloped St.
Peter's, N.J. 55-38; No.19
Detroit hammered Canisius
124-89, and No.20 Duke beat
Maryland -81-70.
Jerome Whitehead and Ber-
nard Toone each scored 14
points in -leading Marquette °State. Reserve guard Bill
over Cinettnati. The Warriors Harmon scored all five of his
weren't able to pull away to points in the last three
their sixth straight victory, minutes, sparking Minnesota
and 21st. in 2.03 games, until the past Louisville, Harmon' s
dosing minutes. points helped Minnesota gain
Butch Lee, the Warriors' a 70-68 lead, then the Gophers
standout -hickeourtman . secured the victory on Keyin
led thesii to the 'national McHale'i stuff ShOt:
championship last season, The victory was the
was held to eight points but Gophers' 12th in their last 13
was not the least bit frustrated games, „a...dramatic tut-,
by his subpar performance. , naround brought about mainly
"It's a compliment that they by the return of center Mychal
- think if they cut me-off, they Thompson.
can stop the best team in the Dwight Williams scored 16
country," Lee said. points and four other players
South Carolina upset Notre hit double figures as Provi-
Dame with the help of clutch dence defeated Boston
free throws by • Kevin College. A three-point play by
Dun lea.vy and soatienkore Jock Givens at the end helped
Kenny Reynolds in the closing Kentucky hold off Missicsippi
seconds. Dunleariis two 'Fee State. Roy Hamilton scored 26
throws. With 12 seconds points as UCLA beat
remaining were his only Washington and clinched at
points-nt-the game', but-gave—least -a- -tie for the--Pacific-.8
the Gamecocks a 63-60 lead. Conference championship.
Two more free throws by New Meitico was held to its
Reynolds with five seconds lowest offensive outpot of the
left clinched the victorY. season, but still beat Tezas-E1
"You've got to give credit to Paso as Phil Abney scored 18
Frank ( McGuire) and his kids points and Willie Howard 13.
today.,!? said_ Notre-,1)allti_Daeaell-Sale!nlinq 10red-
Coach ,Digger. Phelps; "They- points to spark Kansas past
played the entire game with Nebraska.
great intensity and I felt the Dave Corzine had 24 points
key was their work on the and William Oise carne.pff the
boards. We didn't .shoot well, bench to add 19 as DePaul
but credit their defense." whipped Loyola. Earvin John-
Brad Hoffman's 26 points son scored a career-high 32
and 19 by Ervin Kiffin led points to lead Michigan State
Athletes in Action over Illinois past Ohio State.
Fred Overton now has three
by one and if Western 'Ken-
tucky or Austin Peay should
happen to increase that total.
Overton might take a two-by-
four and belt sernething or
somebody. - ,
After having led for most of
the game-Mm State- lost
_ another one-point game
Saturday night as the Racers
fell 57-56 at Middle Tennessee.
-Li was the second one-point for almost seven minutes
loss to Middle Tennessee. The before they hit their first field
Racers have also lost- by one goal of the game. That came
point to Tennessee Tech. by Greg Joyner at tile 13:25
"-mark and that left the Racers
.holding a 14-5 lead. Mike Muff
followed. with a duals ad
upped the lead to 16-6 and the
Racers held the 11-point edge
for two more exchanges.
In addition, Murray State
has lost once to Austin Peay
1y to points ind. the Racers
have -dropped three-point
decisions to East Tennessee,
Eastern Kentucky and Ten-
nessee Tech.
The Racers' 3-9 record could
well be 11-2 with a little luck.
Murray has lostseven otthose
nine games by a total of 14
points.
Overall, Murray State is 7-16
on the season and in non-
league games, the Racers
have lost by one to Samford,
eight to Mississippi College,
five. to Livingston State and
seven to New Orleans. That
simply means the, Racers
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Denver Nuggets are
counting on new young legs to
. prevent a late-season
collapse.
"We're playing our best ball
Pro Tennis: Problem Lies In
Leadership And NOt Myers
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Bill Talbert, the tennis
player, wonders why athletes,
especially in tennis, can't be
nice guys the way they ar.e in
golf.
Why so much anger in what
is supposed to be just a game?
Why the brawling and
bickering? Why the arrogance
and the nastiness?
"Tennis, players are arting
up pretty badly," the former
Davis Cup captain
acknowledged, "but they don't
have a monopoly on
reprehensible deportment.
-A major league baseball
player socks his manager. A
pro basketball player crushes
a rival's jaw with one punch
and puts him out of action for
the season. Hockey players
are high-sticking it all the
time. A pro football player
throws a vicious punch to
another guy's gut in full view
of millions on TV.
"It's the modern
generation. The money. The
pressure. But don't golfers
have the same big money
pressures? Don't they have
emotions, too? While it isn't a
contact sport, how has golf
escaped blowups so
increasingly common in other
sports?
"I think the answer lies in
leadership. What tennis needs
is strong- administration. It is
being allowed to run amok
with no governing hand.
Tennis needs a czar."
-Evan as Talbert spoke, the
pro tennis players were taking
a long, hard look at them-
selves at meetings in Palm
Springs, Calif., site of the
American Airlines _Classic.
They were examining the
black eye dealt the sport at the
WCT tournament a couple of
weeks ago in Richmond, Va.
Vitas Gerulaitis was the
-chief offender, his antics so
intolerable that thea tour-
nament chairman, Lou
Einwick, a Richmond banker,
urged that the New Yorker be
fined $10,000 and suspended
for a year.
Gerulaitis not only made
several vulgar gestures — an
act popularized by The
"A Business Opportunity
for the Right Man" -
We are looking for qualified men to open
and operate my man's fashion stores
and campus shops.
• I will personally work with you in
this unique business program.
• Our national expansion offers
a future to profit-oriented,
dedicated men.
Company financing and •
training available to the
right person
If you have a minimum of
$25,000 to invest and want
a dignified community
business, please call collect
or write: -
National HQ




have dropped a total of 11
games by eight points or lass.
For much of the game
against Middle Tennessee, it
appeared the Racers were on
the brink of pulling off the
upset. The Racers who came-
-into the contest with two
-eonseentive.reld win roared
to an early 20-9 lead in the first
half. - -
Middle Tennessee played
Then the Blue Raiders,
taking advantage of Racer
turnovers, rattled off six
consecutive points arid got
back to within fivspoints at 20-
15. Murray was unable to pull
away again and settled for a
29-25 edge at halftime.
After the two'tearns traded
baskets to open the second
half, the Racers spurted for
eight consecutive points to run
out to a 39-27 lead. But Middle'
came back with seven
Fr
ver acers
unanswered points and Coleman missed the free
quickly get back in the game, throw and John Randall
With the Racers holding a rebounded for the Racers.
41-34 edge midway through the Randall worked the ball off to
final half, Middle again went Bobo Jackson who fired up a
on a scoring binge and with 25-footer from the circle with
sine minutes left in. the con- only two seconds left.
test, tied the game at 41 apiece P The hall ,haunced high off
as senior Sleepy Taylor acored the rimsnd Randall tried a tiP
a three-point play. but the horn sounded and the
With just 'under nine
minutes left, the Blue Raiders
took their first lead of the
game as Joyner scored two
from the charity stripe and
Middle had a 43-41 edge.
-Murray forced ties at 43 and
45 before Joyner scored on a
three-point play to booze..., _The-Pacers ftad i_big 42-24
Middle to a 48-45 lead and the rebounding lead over the Blue
Raiders and Murray shot an
even 50 per cent from the field
on 26 of 52 while the Blue
Raiders made 22 of 48.
However, Middle made 13 of
21 free throws while the
Sores Tads
of the season right-noW," said
Ail-Star David Thompson,
whose 29 points . helped the
Nuggets beat the Boston
Celtics 118-115 Sunday.
"Last year we got off to a
fast start, but by this time we
were tired and it showed in the
playoffs," said Thompson,
wham chit:twits Ohl  by
- - Portland in the opening round.
"Now we have young players
and it should make a differ-
ence."
Nastase and Jimmy Connors
-- but berated linesmen,
delayed play and threatened
one official with a racquet and
ball.
The moon wasn't right for
tennis players that week.
Eight other players, including
Nastase and Eddie Dibbs,
were threatened with fines
totaling 813,000 for assorted
abuses of the crowd and of-
ficial,s,. The list of offenses_
read like the overnight
booking sheet at the 13th
Precinct Headquarters.
"We are taking steps to
solve many of our problems,"
said Bob Briner, chairman of
the Men's Pro International
Tennis Council. "One aim is to
set up a corps of elite officials
to be-trained and paid for out
of tournament expenses —
just as they do in baseball and
football. The other is to in-
stitute a system of immediate
discipline."
The Council governs the 92
tournaments of the Grand
Prix circuit — the bulk of the
pro game. Its power is diluted
somewhat because it is not
fully accepted by the
International Tennis
Federation, the so-Called but
ineffective world governing
body.
"Our feeling is that the ITF
has a diminishing role in
conduct of pro tennis," Briner
said. "They consider Jack
Kramer the arch villain. We
think he is Our George
Washington."
Briner said that not all the
blame for recent eruptions
can be laid on players — some
fault must be borne by in-
competent and often volunteer
officials.
"That is no excuse for
unsportsinanne behavior,"
Briner said. "The majority of




"Right now the players fund
and administer themselves.
Pro tennis is only 10 years old.
We are making progress by
steady, sometimes slow
stages. It may be some years
distant, but, ideally, we need
an absolute authority — a
commissioner who controls
the entire game."
Agrogl. That's what Talbert
has been preachingfor years.
The Nuggets, with four
rookies on their 11-man roster,




Milwaukee by 71/2 games.
One of the differences be-
tween this Denver team and
last season's edition is the
bench, which consists of
rookies Anthony Roberts, Be
Ellis, Tommy LaGarde and
Robert Smith, plus recently
cinilied Aide-rani nell
Hillman and Ralph Simpson.
But Denver's nucleus re-
mains the same — Thompson,
Bobby Jones and Dan Issel.
All three had big games
against Boston, with Issel
contributing 26 points and
Jones 25.
points and reserve Wally
Walker had seven of his 17
.points in the last 5:23, helping
Seattle stop Milwaukee. Fred
Brown added 22 points, in-
cluding two clinching free
throws with 10 seconds left.
Pistols 110, Kings 107
Kansas City led 107-104 but
couldn't banron as Ml. Carr
hit s juniper with 1.:011zepla$4.
and Eric Money and Jim Price
sank two free throws each in
the - Mid minute. • John
Shumate led the winners with
72 points.
Bullets 130, Jazz 111
Elvin Hayes' 31 points and
Wes Unseld's 17 rebounds
helped Washington hand New
Orleans its eighth-straight de-
feat. Gail Goodrich scored 32
for the Jazz, which is without
injured guard Pete Maravich
Blazers 127, Pacers 104
Bill Walton scored 26 points
and grabbed 17 rebounds and
Lionel Hollins contributed 16
points and 11 assists as Port-
land raised its record W-
and handed Indiana its 17th
defeat in the last 20 games.
Blue Raiders Stayed in front
until when With only 1:22 left
in the contest, Jimmy Warren
fired in a rebound basket for a
56-55 Racer lead.
Middle scored the game's
final basket at the 1:02 mark Raters were Just four of 10
when Joyner hit from 10 feet. -• and, the Racers made 26
Murray State took the tall turnovers. Muff topped
and stalled until when with Murray's scoring with 21
-eight seconds left, the Racers while Warren added 13 and
lost the ball inside and Middle Thirdkill 12. Joyner had 22.1or
regained. possession. Leroy MTSU.
Coleman went to The line for In the girls' COhisitit; Middle
game. •the Raiders for the one-plus ...Tennessee raced to a 9243 win..and had a Chance to ice the over the Murray State women,handing the Lady Racers their
ninth straight loss and putting
the season record at 8-16.
...The Blue Raider women ran
to a 49-39 lead at intermission
and were never threatened in
the second half.
ball- fell- off, -leaving • the
Racers with another heart-
breaking conference loss.
Murray won the game in
every department, except the
two most critical ones: the
free throw shooting statistics




Leading scorer Jackie Jo
Mountst who didn't play in the
loss to UK Thursday, played
only sparingly against Middle__
and scored two points. Mary
Jane-Gates took up the slack
with 23 points while freshman
Lauri Lynn addecL22 and Bev
Parrish hit for 12. •
The Racer women will play
at fr:15 p.m. -tonight 'against -
Western Kentucky then the -
two men's teams will battle at
7:30 p.m. in the MSU Sports
Arena as the Racers will end
the season with a two-game
homestand, concluding'
Saturday with Austin Peay;
Aturray_Stala .... 34-73'
Middle Tennessee. 49 43-93
i.31 Parrish 12,
Maddu 2, Gatos 23, Lonn-23, Berm,
Mounts 2. Herndtin 0, Petrie 2. - •
MIDDLE TENt4ESSICE--(1121 —
Carter II. Amos 15, McKinney 11, Hannah
10 L. Carter 14, McClannahan 15, Lance 7
MURRAY STATE
*IPA Aiwa-
Johnny Thardlull 6-7 0-4 10 12
Many Jifreff 2-4 14 Vi
Wit Mull 3-4 7 21
Jimmy Warren 6-11 1-2 2 13
Robert Kelly 0-6 0-0 00
David Lowry 1-3 0-0 1 2
Bobo Mull:son 1-2 04 3 2
John Randall .1 -3 0-0 9 2
Team rebounds • S
Totals 26-52 4-10 41 56
MUDDLE TENXIMICIS
' - - toe. thso•-4 ri qv
Juhus Brownr I a 0-1 2 2
Greg loyner • 11-11 6-7 3 a
Bob Martin 3-4 3-3 i 11
Greg Armstrong 14 1-2 1 3
Sleepy Taylor 6-13 3-1 5
Sam Burrell 1-2 0-1 0
Leroy Colebtan 1-3 1-3 3
Ott Delinuon Cli 04 - 2
Jimmy Riley 0-1 04 6
Tee= rebounds . . 4





Murray State - 29 27-56
MIMS Tennessee 20 33-37
Denver led 63-54 at halftime
but Boston, despite playing
without Dave Cowens, Jo Jo
White and Curtis Rowe, fought
back and took the lead 106-104
on Dave Bing's jumper with
4:36 to play.
Denver regained the lead
for good at 106-106 on two free
throws by Joel with 2:51 left.
Issel scored six of his team's
final 12points to seal thevieto-
ry.
Bing and John Havlicek
each scored 23 for Boston.
76ers 120, Nets 110
Philadelphia won its fifth in
a row without injured Julius
Erving as George McGinnis
scored 32 points and Lloyd
Free 28 — 20 in the second
quarter. The Nets trailed just
89-88 before the 76ers broke it
open with seven consecutive
points.
Kevin Porter -scored 86
points and John Williamson 30
for the Nets. '-
Lakers' 115, Warriors 93
Los Angeles, leading 4946 at
halftime, broke open the game
by outscoring Golden State 15-
4 at the start of the third quar-
ter. Adrian Dantler ied the.
Lakers with 26 points, nine in
the decisive burst.
"We're back to playing bas-
ketball- now," said Lakers
Coach Jerry West, whose club
has won seven of its last eight,
"and not worrying about in-
juries, suspensions, fights and
things of that nature."
Modes 108, Bucks 103 -


























Come by and see our new warehouse!
Arm= Fn.'', Mew Pwk,
Where Service Is Our
First Thought
901 Arcadia
Pickens is Still Your Leader For
Electric Su i lies!






•-* on Greg Joyner's late-game ' '' Joyner led all scorers with
12, jumper. The victory enabled V points, followed by Claude
Riddle Tennessee to maintain "Sleepy" Taylor with 15. Muff
ic. its 1%-game lead in the first led Murray with 21 and team-
place, as runner-up East mate Johnnie Thirdkill had 12.7 Middle Tennessee, 18-5Tennessee State also won. The
le • Bucs posted a heart-stopping-- overall, leads the OVC with a
*48 triumph over Eastern 10-2 record-hturray State is 2-
Kentucky in double overtime 16 and M-
tn stay within range of the Cat Watson's 25-foot jumper
OVC leader. with one second left in double
overtime nudged East Ten-
The.. ane- scores, Set- a ' nessee State into the winners'
pattern for OVC games circle against F-sketern Ken-









is at Austin Peay; East Ten- Mike Oliver tied it at 66 with a
67
nessee travels to Morehead, hook shot with 37 seconds
-----Eastern --Kentucky hosts-Ton—showing. Watsoit-hiCer"basket
nessee Tech and Murray from 16' feet out late second
entertains Western Kentucky. overtime before Eastern's
On Saturday night, forward Ken Elliott sank a field goal to
Greg Joyner drilledin a jump- tie the contest at 68.
er with 1:06 remaining in the The Buccaneers then ran
game to give Middle Ten- down the clock until Watson
nessee its victory over scored his final two points.
Murray. , Watson and Smith each had 18
Mike Muff, among the points for East Tennessee, 16-7
OVC's leading scorers, tallied overall and 8-3 in the OVC.
- decided by two Mints, Millen° chant hit two free &kiwi iiith
2 by one point, three seconds left in
In the other conference regulation to knot the score at
15 games, Tennessee Tech' 64.
3
4 dawned Morehead State 7441 In the first overtime Emir 
3 and Austin Peay tripped Tennessee's Jim Smith sank WesternKentucky is 7-5 and
Western Kentucky 66-64. two free throws with 1:19 on 11-13 overall.
Tonieft.,-Mlaille Tennessee the --&ecT%14 --Maion's three-point tri0-
with 1:23 to play overcame a
62-60 Western Kentucky lead
and pill--4haGovaenspar-.10-
charge for -good. Norman
Jackson, added a pair of free
throws to extend the lead to (Iv
62 with_ ltliseconds remaining.-
Western closed within 66.64-
on a James. Johnson layup
with nine seconds to play, but
Mason extended the margin
with a free throw five seconds
later..
.PhiLldayo- led Austin Peay-
with 18 pointt ivfille Otis How-
ard and Dennis Pagan added
13 apiece.
Darryl Turner led Western's
scorers with 26 points before




Middle Tennessee 10-2 111-6
East Tennessee 
"74 11-41-37Western Kentucky 
Austin Peay 64 13-9
Eastern Kentucky 64 13-11
Tennessee Tech 64 10-14




East Tennessee at Morehead





EAST TENNESSEE at Morehead by '14
Tennessee Tech at EASTERN KENTUCKY by five
WESTERN KENTUCKY at Murray State by two
Middle Tennessee at AUSTIN PEAY by three
OVC (Wednesday)
Austin Peay at ORAL ROBERTS by 11
OVC Record: 78-28 (.750)
Nigh School (Tonight)
MURRAY HIGH at Ballard Memorial by three
Fulton County at CARLISLE COUNTY by four
FULTON CITY at Fancy Farm by seven
High Scheel (Timisiley)
Livingston Central at HEATH by two
Ballard Memorial at CARLISLE COUNTY by five
ST. PdARY at Lowes by five
LONE OAK at Tilghman by one
Reidland at CALLOWAY COUNTY by 10
Farmington at MURRAY HIGH by 24
FULTON COUNTY at Fancy Farm by 18
Fulton Qty at WINGO by 11
Mayfield at MARSHALL COUNTY by two
Season Record: 108-32 (.771)
Total Record: 186-58 (.762)
.1•11.11•111111MIIM•al MI MIMI sinmimi
TENNIS
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
- Roscoe Tanner, booming
his serve and volleying with
deadly accuracy, downed
Raul Ramirez 6-1, 7-6 to win
the $225,000 Tennis Games. '
THINK WARM
ENJOY Fun at Murray's Finest RECREATIONAL
Facility
UMITED New Memberships for 1978 Available -
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Middle Remains In Lead And
East Tennessee Still Second
By-The Associated Press-
The folks at Middle Ten=
nessee State have found the
formula for staying on tap:
winning.
And the Blue Raiders did
just that on the basketball scoring spurts, of five and
court Saturday . seven points, that tied the.
detesting marray state 574g sore at 41 with 9:30 left.
14 -poirds. in the first half ^
help Murray. to a 29-25 WO-
time advantage. Early in the
second half, the Racers built
39-29 lead before Middle
Tennessee went on two
- Elliott paced the Colonels
1241 and 114, with ,23
while Lovell Joiner added 20.
• -Butch Blalock's 22 points
helped Tennessee Tech to its
triumph over hapless More-
head, now winless in 11 OVC
games. Tech, 10-14 on the sea-
son and 6-6 in conference, held
a 31-29 advantage at halftime.
With 29 seconds on the clock,
Blalock sank the front end of a
one-and-one for the final
score.
A field goal by Morehead's
Brad LeMaster was short at
the buzzer. LeMaster added 16
points for Morehead, 4-16
overall, while Bobby Porter
had 16 for Tennessee Tech.
Reserve Clarence Mason
converted a three-point play
and a critical free throw in the
waning minutes -as Austin,
Peay nipped Western Ken-
tucky:
The-'victory gave Austin
Ptay a conference mark of 6-6
-And everall record of 1347=
4 Tennis Courts
Lights For Night Play
Dressing &• Restrooms
Olympic Size Pool With
1 & 3 Meter Diving Boards
Kiddie Pool
Modern Bathousi with Lockers
_ Exercise Equipment
. Sauna & _Whirlpool
membership Fees Based Uponctivities You Want To Use
Example: Family Swim Season - $130.00 per yr.
Easy Paynient Mari Formnitiation & Season Fees-
COME OUT. D LOOK US OVER







Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Mike Gottfried has only one
regret about his recruiting
efforts. . . he wishes he could
have been in Murray a little
sooner.
Having less than two
months to work on the
recruiting, after having been
named head football coach at
Murray State on December 20,
Gottfried today announeed the
signing of 15 players to
national letters of intent.
"We're very pleased with
the recruiting." Gottfriet
said. ,'But we're still a little
concerned with our off enstre
line. We'd like to recruit
couple more people in that
area to give us some more
depth. .. . -
"Basically, we wanted to
recruit linemen and some
people with speed. We feel
we've done well in both areas.
We have several people with
4.5 and 4.6 speed in the 40-yard
dash and we think they can
provide immediate help.
"It's impossible to promise
a kicLhall come in here .and
start. That's up to him. We're
pleased with what we've
signed but we think we'll be
even better with our spring
_ricruiting," foottfried added
Murray did not lose any of
the players it signed to Ohio
Valley Conference letters.
Gottfried said he still plans
to recruit a kicker and of
colitst...some.more  _lintaek
He said there-is Itill some aid
available.
. "I'm very pleased with the,
job my staff did in such a short
time. When you take into
consideration things like the
weather and the late starting
time, you really have to be
pleased with our recruiting.
"Our staff has spent endless
' hours to come up • these
people and we feel well be
able to provide the fans with
some exciting, new people this
fall," Gottfried addecL
In alphabetical order, the
recruits are as follows:
-Rick Biglin
Biglin is a 5-11, 200-pound
fullback from Crestline, Ohio.
He also played as a linebacker
and he's from the same town
as Gottfried. Biglin runs a 4.8
inithe 40 and has been a tough
three-year starter. As a
junior, he was an All-State
performer but was injured his
senior season. He was signed
Gllauer. g aduate assistant Tim
- Bledsoe_
Bledsoe is a 6-1, 205-pound
linebacker from St. Louis. He
has great speed and is a tough
hitter. He will be playing on
the strong side. He runs the 40-
yard dash in 4.7 and as a
senior, was on the All-City
Team in St. Louis. He was
signed by Racer assistant
coach Tommie Liggins.
Vernon Broadnax
The giant of the recruits,
Broadnax is 6-6 and -weighs
350 pounds. He's from Xenia,
Ohio. Broadnax is an offensive
' tackle. He possesses good
quickness off the bail and the
Racer coaching staff thinks he
could be a major find for the
offensive line. He's also a
wrestler at Xenia High. tie
was signed by Racer assistant
coach Bill Baldridge.
Ken Hayden
Hayden is a 6-2, 190-pound
defensive end from - Trinity
High School in Louisville. A
member of the state cham-
pionship Trinity team,
Hayden is an outstanding
Prospect. He runs a 4.8 and
was a key for the Trinity
defensive unit. He was First-
Team, All-District. Hayden
was signed by assistant coach
John Sullivan.
Mudd Holmes
ilohnes is a A-2, 200-pound
runningback from
Clarksburg, West Virgins. A
very durable back, he has' 4.6
speed and could provide help
and depth this season. As a
senior, he gained 1,134 yards
In 10 games and averaged 4.7
_Yards per carry. He was
t signed by assistant coach
Tommie Liggins.
Matt Kordenbrock
Kordenbrock is a 6-1, 210-
pound center from Erlanger
• Lloyd High School. He was an
y All-State performer and is one
of two Erlanger Loyd players
to sign with the Racers. tie
was a strong two-way per-
former in high school, also
.playing as a defensive end. He
has excellent quickness and
nins the 40-yard dash in 4.8.
He was signed by assistant
coach Bill Baldridge.
Tim Miller
Miller is a 64, 220-pound
defensive -end from Carroll
County High School. He was
First Team,,,A11-State and has
excellent size and speed. He
runs the '40-yard in
Miller also played as tight end
in highrhool and the Racer
coaching staff feels he -can
play on either side of the ball.
He was signed by assistant
coach John Sullivan.
Powell is a 64_,t409-peand
quarterback from Mansfield,
Ohio. He is a double threat on
offense because he has 4.5
speed. An excellent option
quarterback; he war
strumental in Mansfield
• Senior High's outstanding
season lastyear. He also plays
basketball and runs track,
performing in the 220-yard.
dash and in the 880-yard relay.
He was sikned by assistant
coach Tommie Liggins.
Glen Jones
Jones is a 540, 180.potiod
defensiire back from Memphis,
Hamilton, width will send
seven of its team members
into the college' ranks, this
season. Jones is me_ of,,two_
players from the undefeated
.Hamilton team to sign at
• Murray. The-Rate tiiiiching
staff is very impressed with
the hitting ability of Jones and
A w_aihii„blookod-punt-4§k-4,-
playoff game; that laVe
Hamilton an undefeated




Stejskall is a 6-3, 230-pound
offensive tacklA from Darien,
Illinois. He has good ipeedand
good quietness: Ile *in join,
several Chicago-area-playerS
on"the Racer roster. Stejekall
was signed by graduate
Assistant coach John Roclme.
a -Tim-Wheeler -
Wheeler is a 6-1; 235-pound
gaurd from Erlanger Lloyd
High School.. He should
provide immediate help on the
Racer offensive line. He has
excellent size and runs the 40-
yard dash in 4.8. He has been
an All-State performer for
• three years and was heavily
• recruited by .erilleges all
across the country. Wheeler
was signed by assistant Coach
Bill Baldridge.
Don White
White is a 6-2, 200-pound
linebacker from Cincinnati.
He's the first Racer signee
from the Queen City-. Be has
good site, anticood_weed and
could become immediate help
to the Ricer linebacking
corps. He runs a 4.7 and. has
finerupper body strength. He
was an All-City and All-State'
performer this past season.
White was signed by graduate
assistant Tim Glsiuer.
Clint Williams
Williams is a 5-7, 165-pound
speedster from Malabar High
School in Minefield, Ohio. He
runs a 4.5 and at the wide
receiver post, could give the
Racers a "burner." An All-
_ State performer, he will also
- be a kick teturner. He caught
seven passes for touchdowns
and had a total of 35 receptions
• for 420 yards diving his senior
season. He was signed by
assistant coach Tommie
USIA& -
,-.. Ken Woods ,
• Woods is a 6-2, 215-pound
In Memphis. He was
heavily recruited by Division
One' schools' such as Memphis
Steak -Southern Illinois and.
Iowa State-He should proyift_
the Racers with immediate
help at the defensive tackle .
po?itiOn. He runs the 40 in 4.6.
Hamilton was 12-0 last season
and Woods was All-City, First-....
'ream and was also an 1417
State performer" He was
named to the High School
Coaches' All-America Team.
He- was ligned, by -graduate
assistant -coach John'Rockne.
The Goodyear Promise •
• We do professional work
• We do only the work you authorize









Worthington is a 6-3, 210- -
pound defensive end from
Warren East High School in
Bowling Green. He was ttle-
first signee for the new Racer
staff. He was a First-Team,
All-State performer fctr
Warren East and also is on the
basketball team. He runs the
40 in 4.9 and has outstanding
strength. He was signed by
assistant,. .,_.-coach Bill
Baldridge.









Glen Jones -IA:, 1
Jeff Stejskall T r3 230
Tim Wheeler 11'1 • 235
Don White 6'2 200
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• Electronic engine, charging ana starting system anal-
ysis • New points, plugs, condenser • Adjust-dwell,
timing, and carburetor • Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW
and light trucks • Electronic ignition $4 less • Saves
fuel, ensure fast starts. -
Add $200 for air conditioning Price includes parts and labor
TRANSMISSION
SERVICE
$2488 Additional partsextra if needed
• Drain transmission, refill with fresh
fluid • Replace filter when equipped
•.Install new pan gasket • Adjust bands
and-linkage, where applicable.
LUBE &OIL CHANGE $588 t.
• Complete chassis lubrication and Oil change UP to 5 Os of
• Helps ensure long wearing parts and smooth, 
major brand
quiet performanc.e • Please phone for appointment 10'30 grade ail
• Includes light trucks • Ask for our Free Battery Power Check.
ALIGNMENT SPECIAL
-.- Adtust caster. camber and tde-in to correct
specifications • Rotate 4 tires • Inspect steering
& suspension • Road test car • Most U B.-made
cars — and some imported cars,
BRAKE OVERHAUL-
YOURCHOICE
2-WNEIL 110/47 DISCi brake-pods greaSe Seals
• Reface rotors • Repack bearings • Inspect calipers
Si brake system, add fluid • Road test car.
011
4.WHIEEL MUM: Neer brake linings grease seals • Reface drums • Repack front






Excludes front wheel drive cars
GOODYEAR
MUFFLER
88installed •Most U S -made cars -•parts extra if needed
• Meets or exceeds all U.S. auto
makerS specifications. LIFETIME'
LIMITED WARRANTY.
• Free replacement if muffler fails due to
V
faulty workmanship, materials,








Wide Selection of Sizes
Quantities Limited!
















You pay only once, FREE rebalance,
if needed, at Goodyear Store doing
the original balancing
•Litetime is the life of the tread balahced,




IT COSTS YOU FIVE
MINUTES & NCk cAShi
• We inspect all cooling system hoses





For more good years in your car
•,..11 Br this NOMV.I.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Mowry 7:30 A.M. via 3:00 P.M. Doh - Olion Friday *fedi 8:00 p.m.
My. T. Temkin Mgr. I. Witte Mgr. L.G. Gime*
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Agriscene
The loss of $726,000 in fun-
ding from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture would
have "a tremendous effect"
'".". 'on. the' UniVei-SIty- Of-Ken:
▪ tucky'& tobacco research
program, a school official
says.
And such a funding cut is a
strong possibility in light of
recent occurrences in
Washington. .
L A $3 million tobacco
research program, which
:- includes the funds used by
". UK's College of Agriculture,
was rut from President
_ Carter's proposed budget.
Earlier this week, the federal
Office of Management and
-Budget. refuied a request .to
restore the funds.




- their efforts to restoring the
money when the agricultural
appropriations bill comes
before Congress. And that is
-,virtually the only . avenue_
- available for keeping the level








funding cuts has been a
"severe blow" to UK's
preigram, said Dr. Gus Mites,
associate . dean of the .
agriculture college. ,
Ten to -12 persons weik
under the program. at UK,
which conducts the research
on a cooperative basis with the
U.S. Department of-
_AgriculturerStokes said.
While those persons arepaid
with USDA monies, "they are
adjunct professors," Stokes
said. 'They are just like any
other faculty member...doing
things that we vent done in
the state." .
- When the announcement of
a possible cut in funding was
made, there was "great fear
among these people. They
didn'tknow what_Lbeir future
might Stokes said.
"We've taken a severe blow
just in the announcement, just
in personnel attitudes." ,
While the effects on per-
sonnel are- important; Stok
said; -the. major thing wilt be
the information that doesn't
get to the state."
Modified Regulations
For Milk Import




taigulations on milk and milk
ntoducts to reflect new
Scientific knowledge about
foot-and-mouth disease
(FMD), a highly corn-
Municable virus disease of
livestock that is found in many
foreign countries.
• Officials of USDA's Animal
al Plant Health Inspection
*vice (APHIS) said it is
jpessible to import milk and
Allk products safely from
,f8ID-affected countries if
these products are heated
itillring processing to 148 deg.
/298 deg. F) for at least 2.5
:seconds. Also, casein and
:cirseinates are found to be free
iat any FMD virus after
44orage for at least 84 days,
:end are therefore safe for
tlistribution.
• The 'proposed new
regulations would permit milk
and milk products to be im-
ported from FMD-affected
Countries without additional
restrictions if they have un-
dergone the prescribed ultra-
hlgh-temperature treatment.
Unrestricted distribution of
-casein and caseinates 'would
be permitted after 84-days
storage in a bonded
-Warehouse. _
Knowledge that these
producers would eliminate the
.-FMD v4rus was developed by
,soientists • with USDA's
Agricultural Research Ser-
vice at that agency's ,Foreign
Animal Disease Laboratory
on Plum Island, N. Y.
APHIS officials say that
ultra-high-temperature- milk
treatment and new casein
storage provisions would offer
an economical alternative 1.9
the - stringent import
regulations now in force_ for
milk and milk products from
countries where FMD is
known to occur.
Currently, imports of fresh
milk from such countries are
prohibited, dried milk and
related products 'must un-
dergo additional processing
after entering the -United
States and distribution of
restricted milk products is
strictly regulated. Con-
centrated milk is permitted
enry only if it is heat treated in
hermetically sealed metal
containers so that it can be
stored without refrigeration.
Only cheese, butter and




Public comments on the
proposed regulations may be
submitted until Feb. 13 to thi•
Deputy Administrator for
Veterinary Services, APHIS,
USDA, HyattsvWe, Md. 20782.
These proposals are published
in the Jan. 13 Federal
Register.
United States Said
Free Of Hog Cholera
ATLANTA, Ga.-Stfcretary
of Agriculture Bob Bergland
has officially declared the
United States free of hog
-' cholera, the most destnictiNe,
That information, developed and costly swine &sense ever
by the researchers working to exist in the country.
under the program, deals with In signing a document at
such things as production 
and 'plant a • 1972
Washington, D.C.-which lifts
techniques' of
eharaeteristics, -things that a emergency and also
fanner uses as technological recognizes the nations 's "hog
benefits in growing crops," cholera free" status-
Stokes said. Bergland called eradication Of
The research on production this virus disease "one of the
tnethOds and on means of most signif icant
developing a safer -cigarette achievemests in animal
-are -closely tied,-Stokes said - health histuiy."
adding that it is vifinally He noted, however, that hog,
impos,sible to separate the cholera still exists in many
two. countries of this world. "Just
. "This kind of cut will reduce as with f000t-and-mouth
the research substantially, disease or African swine fever
You can expect one-half the or any other foreign animal
.program in the state arfar aSdiLease, farmer,
the creation of new in- veterinarians and regulatory
formation," he added. officials muse be alert for
"It's just  like-feeding a Dond,introductions of hog cholera.
with a stream. The water The U.S. Department of
comes, into it. over . a long Agriculture (USDA) is
period of time. When the _prepared to contain the
water is cut off, it will eliminate such outbreaks. If
-The eradication of this campaign began, hog cholera
'native' American disease was costing U. S. hog
took just about 15 years- a producers some $50 million a
relatively short time for year- 10 million in death
disease elimination," losses and $40 million in
Tsa even preventiVe vaccination costsBerglandsaid. 
more important, the job was An estimated 5,000 to 6,000
done for less than the original swine .herds were struck
estimate. At the outset, annually.
eradication was expected- to "If there had been no
cost between ,$160., and 000 campaign ,and _ those factors
million in state and federal had' continued at the same'
funds. The_ actual cost from rate, those costs would have
1962 through 1977 was about • doubled-to roughly $100
WO million." • million a year in 1978 dollars,"
First reported- in Ohio and Bergalnd maintained.
Indiana in the early 1PO's. bog Eradication of hog cholera
cholera spread-throughout -the —Will-alSObling-e-b0088-
country and the world, killing balance of payments, ac-
more swine than any in- cording to the Secretary. "We
fectious disease yet known, are now projecting a $10
The eradication program, million market for U. S. pork
carried out by USDA's Animal in England in the year
and Plant Health Inspection ahead," he said. "Most of this
Service and the states, was will be for pork kidneys, livers
authorized by Congress in late and variety meats-products
.1961 and got underway a year Which have' a low' deniand
later. here, so this should have little
"This, program is an ex- effect On .domestic consumer
cellent example of what can prices.
beaccemplistlied through the "Traditionally, increased
cOoperative efforts of the state Production and processing
and federal govenune.nts and- , costs are passed along to the
gradually g° dry' I'm won't the disease is intr°theed, the most importantly-the swine consumer in - the form of
see it right away, but over sooner it is detected, the
time, the loss of new in- quicker it can be eradicated" 
indust " Bergland said. higher prices. Thus, even
_
ft ' -- used - 6- 
Before the- eradttatita—thengtrtbreet 'benefits-from
k
es—flitriultldn OW w /TMfts og.0 Ole a is ca y a
effec'ton prograibs that we've virus which -ducts swine
had overthe years." only. Neither humans nor
• In agditidn, Stokes said, other animals are affected,
such funding dutS,. promise-The disease is -often firtaL
• future PirSortherp'robleDIS; Death fecal acute htig choleia
"Anytime something '-like usually occurs within 4 to 10
this happens, it creates -it, days after the first signs oc-
problem of maintaining a ctir-
totally .objective, strong Secretary Bergland pointed
program. Persons making out that die eradication of hog
career choices. ..are cholera. ranks as a highly'
discouraged froth entering significant accomplishment
into the. tobacco type of for several reasons. "This is a
program. This kind of thing tax-supported program ,that
will disturb your .abiity to was started and finished-and
'maintain a wellhalanced it was completed at less cost
excellence." than orginally estimated."
FARMERS!













Larry Not - Mgrs. - erodes Sadler
Counties To Receive
Funds For Watersheds
OWENSBORO - A U. S.
Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) spokesman announced
here today that seven Western
Kentucky counties will
receive some $3.7 million in
watershed construction funds
in the next six months.
Joseph R. Davis, SCS state
engineer, released the federal
appropriations figures during
the annual Kentucky Land
Improvement Contractors of
America (LICA) meeting.
Davis also commented on the
need for planned dam safety
reviews and a forecast on




Prevention Act of 1954, Public
Law-566, was enacted, the Soil
Conservation Service has
spent over $42-million in






ployment for local people.
Over $333,000 of these new
funds will go towards







this type of dam safety
corrective action is part of the
SC's ongoing construction
program." He. said, bid, an-
nouncements will be for-
thcoming soon on the
following watershed projects;
Donaldson Creek, Caldwell
County; East Fork Clarks
River, Calloway County;
Humphrey-Clanton Creek,
Ballard- County, and .0bion
Creek and West Fork Clarks
River in Graves County.
"Nearly $3.4 million is
planned to be used for con-
struction work on the caney
Creek Watershed Project in
Grayson and Ohio Counties
and the North- Fork Nolin
Ritter Watershed Project in
LaRue County," the SCS
engineer stated.
-Bavids told LICA members
that forecasts for the P. L. 566
Program in the future were
bright. "There is still almost
$50-million worth of projects
to be completed in the next 10-
12 years in the state depending
upon local needs," he
asserted. "We are also hoping
to obtain more construction
funds after June 30, 1978, if
-.certain pre-requisites are met




To assure top wheat' yields
at harvest time, farmers
should consider applying
nitrogen to fields this spring.
"With prices down, there's
less interest than in the past in
fertilizing wheat," notes Lloyd
Murdock, extension soils
specialist at UK's West
Kentucky Substation near
Princeton. "But if the farmer
is thinking of harvesting his
wheat, he ought to apply the
nitrogen and go for maximum
yieid." Murdock says nitrogen
application is especially
important to induce tillering,
for more heads per acre.
The specialist advises that
60 to 80 pounds of actual
nitrogen per acre each year
should be sufficient, with time




"Twenty, pounds of N ap-
plied in the fail-, followed by 40
pounds more around the first
week in March, produces
favorably," Murdock says.
"Research indicates that
when applications are split
evenly, we may lose Some
benefit from the fall-applied
nitrogen. In fact, the farmer
really may not need to add
nitrogen in the fall if there's
good carryover from his corn
or other spring-planted-crop."
If only the spring ap-
plication is made, the
specialist recommends that
5040 pounds per acre be, ;fp'
Ordinaryttectric appliance
cords and exterosion cords'
can bie safely used where
exposed to oil and moisture.
[1] True El False
2 The most common accident
with ladders is:
A Slipping on a rug.
B. Breaking windows.
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eradication go to producers,
consumers also gain from the
eradication of this costly killer
due to- decreased production
cost,' Bergland added. .
Key points in the
eradication campaign,- were
elimination of vaccines in
1969, development of a• "task-
force" approach to disease
out-bre:Ns in 1910, and
declaration of a "national
emergency" in 1972. The
program consisted of four
phases to allow individual
states to progress toward the
eradication goal at different
rated of speed.
The first two phases em-
phasized control measures-to
reduce the incidence of the
disease so that the "stamping'
ant" actions of the next two
phases could be economically
applied. Phases III and IV
involved destruction of in-
fected and exposed swine
herds with payment of in-
demnities to help compensate
producers for their losses. All
told, some 5,700 swine herds
containing about 800.000 hogs
were destroyed because of hog
cholera from 1965 through
1976, at a total cost of $25
million. The last case oc-
curred Aug. 1, 1976, in a swine
herd near Cape May, N. J.
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of 'Agriculture
-This spring when you go
out to plant your garden, you
might do well to plant a few
hills of "plumgramies."
Known to .horticulturists
.and see dsmen as mek) audain.• • •
these melons aren't rsarticu-
laity good to eat but they
smell like something from a
long lost Eden and are richer
in aroma than the most rare
-and --expansive --frankincense'
Thit ever warted through the
cathedrals of antiquity. .
A cousin to the "'mush-
melon," the "plumgranny."
has been grown for its'odor
, by Kentucky mountain hill
fOlk since times untold. Eo;
those not acmainted with
this -garden • it is -
about the size • of an orange
d_Anh_4_ ..a othly illarbeltd..
dark brown skin. It grows on
a vine, is a delight to the eye
•anti its musky, exotic smell is
a joy to the
Some whunsical authori-
ties say the 'plunmanny.," is
a corruption of the name;
""pomegranate,"' • that famed
Apple of Discord which was
thrown among the gods and
-the goddesses at the 'cgle- -
brat d 4:1114 - o f - Pale us a nd
Thetus; which,,was awarded
to Aprhodite by Paris; and
which, according to legend,
was the indirect cause of the
Trojan War. They add that, in
-.truth', this Apple Of Discord
Could hive been Melo dudain.
Whether this is true or not,
the "plumgranny" is indeed a
fabuliSits fruit -In the good
old di-9s, no rustic swain.
would have thought of-calling
on his favorite maiden with-
out taking along one as a gift.
Schoolboys carried them in -
their pockets to sniff during .
"time of books," and Fhool-
girls used them to perfume up
their desks.
Other old time, uses or
-plumgrannies" were to
camouflage the musty odors
of closed-up rooms to hide
the smell of boiled cabbage
and wet ashes and to ward off
fleas arid hiiustflies. it said
that the odor of a 
"plumgrinny" it the -only smell on
earth obnoxious to these two •
household pests.
_ ,,With a great -variety of
 sprays, eld'fia.s. And other
means available, folks no
longer need "plumgrannies"
to aggravate fleas and fbes,
To. stifle unpleasant odors in
'their homes, they .use com-
mercial' deodorants. Rustic
swains bent on impressing
-4he4r best girls, take along -
chewing gum and most
Modern day schoolboys- and
girl wouldn't know
granny" from a wild goose-
berry:, 1 •
As-a' consequence, "plum-
granny" growing is at a 'very
low ebb these days. Neier-
-Theless, if is a CV(IiirRarden
iie4dpemhaps.liuUlitLa. -•.
worthy fruit. if-for no other
_ reason, one whiff of it will
.memaries01 illehappy
L
ACcording to UK Exten-
sion vegetable specialist C.R.
Roberts, its culture is the
same as that of muskmelon's
and the seed-can-be found m-- -
mcAt seed 'Catalogs
Try - cooking and serving
variety meats at your -house.
Brains ,and swe,etbreads, for
instance, are a real delicacy.
You can use either in a recipe
that calls for one of them.
Braised or frit* they are a
favorite party fare in salads.
creamed dishes with ham, or
combined with scrambled eggs.
This tip comes from food









Have you ever seen the
LELY-STIP SYSTEM'?
Millions of acres have been worked with the reliable Lely-
fioterra behind 'bottom plows, chisel plOws or Plowing
discs. The Lely-Roterra enables you to get into your fields
earlier, triabfain faster germination and to develop the
best crop start you ever had under all types of weather and
soil conditions. The Lely-Roterra stirs the soil rather than
reverses it; topsoil stays on top, moisture below.
Since timeliness and flexibility become more critical the
more acreage you work;-- ive developed a short system
which avoids the problems of transportation, maneuver-
ability and bogging down. It's called the LELY-STIP
SYSTEMTu; a systeotarhich enables you to spray, till,
incorporate and plant in one trib  
In addition to the Investmen1 Tax Credit benefit, figure
put. how much you can save with the LELY-STIP SYSTEM.
Using an average cost of $3 per trip, per acre, add up your
savings; If you work SOO acres and save one trip, that's
$1500; two trips $3000; three trips $4500, etc. How many
trips can you eiminafe4
Whether you simply want to improve your crop starts or
save money with the LELY-STIP SYSTEM, we will provide
you with a no obligation FREE DEMONSTRATION on
your farm.
LELY ROTEPRA liv416b14 n rocrle,ng 

































































With the current land values
being what they are and the
amount of yearly taxes eating
away at profits, a strong
concern should be developed
for the erosion which removes
valuable soil from your land.
There will always be some
erosion of the land, but if a
proper cover is established on
the soil, erosion can be
reduced to a minimum. --
The result of an unprotected
patch of ground can be deep
gullies and washouts, and
without something being done,
the erosion would increase.
Idle land often falls to this •
type oLproblern.
The-Xerituclq Division of
• Forestry under the Depart-
ment for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protec-
tion is now starting a drive to_ .
increase the sale of trees to
private landowners. Planting
of tree' seedlings will begin
during the month of March.
Consider what idle land cost
you! Trees provide an ex-
cellent cover for idle land or
eroded soil. Many eroded
hillsides have been brought
back to a useful and
productive state by tree
planting. When soil Washes
away it is lost - protect_ it
irosion cost you laud.




County Ranger, at 436-2152, or _
contact the District Office in
Mayfield, Kentucky, at 247-




,Beginning March 1, farmer
no longer shave to wait mi.
jheir 1977:-Icop_ eyats
_a wheat loans to mature, or
for their purchase agreements
_t expire, to participate in the
geserve program-according
WGlëAzi erawfortl, alairrnan




Agriculture Bob Bergland has
announced tha starting March
1, these 1977 crops may. be
placed immediately into the
grain reserve. Early entry of
the 1977-crop ..corn and
sorghum will be announced
later, Crawford said.
The grain reserve program
serves as a new marketing
tool for farmers. "In stead of
selling their grain at low
market prices, farmers can
place it in the reserve
program, receive storage
payments, and wait for prices
to increase," Crawford said.
By using the reserve to isolate
supplies from the market
place when they are ex-
cessive, farmers are helning
-:to get grain rices up; he
,added.
• Under the program, far-
riers enter into a contract
with the government for a
three-year period, and receive
annually, in advance, a
storage payinent of 2U cents
per bushel for wheat, corn,
sorghum and barley, and 15
cents per bushel for oats.
Farmers, in return, must
agree to bold their grain off
the mairitet at least until the
price reaches an established
level or the contract expires.
Farmers with 1976-crop
barley, oats and wheat not yet
under loan may file a pur-
chase agreement by February
28, 1978, obtain a loan and
immediately enter the
reserve. The final date To
obtain a loan and become
eligible to enter the reserve on
1977-crop barley, oats and
wheat is March 31, 1978.
Crawford also announced a
change in the Wm storage
facility loan program that will
increase the amount of
storage for which reserves
program participants may
qualify. "Under the change, a
farnaer,„will be able to obtain a
loan for storage structures to
store two years' crop
production, however, in
determing eligibility, existing
capacity used to store grain in





Contact the ASCS Office for
more information.








Complete Rations In Meal or Pleats For AN lsestock
VITA FEW* SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
HORSE PEED
We Can Mix To Your Specifications or Supply Complete Food
DOG FEED
SPORT MIX — TRY TIT
Musters and Kennel boners Ask About Our Kemol Price of 500
Liss and Over Approved By TM Nahosai Resoomb Corea
EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DAS MENTORS
Farm Equipment. LI-restock Feeders end Watinrt
ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLE'S
II full and Complete Line of Products tor Prevention Of limislotti
Disease Prescription Drugs Available Througe Your Veterviares.
Your Veterinarian Is Trained end Qualified to DISC1113 VOW Anus&






PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE






The annual meeting of the
State Extension Advisory
Council summed up a year's
grassroots effort in developing
statewide educational
programs conducted by the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
.vice for the benefit of the
-People in Kentucky.
Meeting in Lexington Feb. 7-






be used by Extension ad-
ministrators in the UK College
of Agriculture to develop
educational programs that
continue to serve the needs of
the people. Recommendations
cover four major interestATTEND MEETING — While attending the annual Ken-
areas: Agriculture, Homelucky Extension Advisory Council meeting at UK's
Economics, 4-H and Corn-
- _College of Agriculture, Lowell Palmer (left), Calloway _,munity Development.
-County-owl-Mrs. W. B. Sowell, Fulton County, check out-- 'Each of the 14 Extension
one of the computer programs offered through the Ken- geographical areas in the
,i.tutky Cooperadire Extension Service. The two represent -"state are represente-.d by two
The Purchase Extension Area on the state Extension coun- )1fembers on the State Ad-
- il, Mrs. Sowell being an alternate member. With them is,,,--viaary Council. The Purchase
Glenn McNabb, the Purchase Extension Area director. Area, which include&
writ
a
RECEIVES RECOGNMON AWARD FOR EXTENSION COUNCIL SERVICE — Lowell
Palmer (right). Calloway County, is presented a special service award in recognition of
his completing a two-year term as a member of the Kentucky Extension Advisory
Council. The presentation was made by Charles E. Barnhart, dean of the UK College of
Agriculture and director of the Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service at a dinner
during the annual meeting of the State Extension Council in Lexington.
UK Reveals Plans For '79
Model Farm, Home Program
Plans for a special week-
long educational program to
_help the_yeople of Kentucky
cope with economic and social
pressures were revealed




As Tobacco Bed Covers
Kentucky toba.:co farmers
now have alternatives to
traditional cotton covers for
spring tobacco beds.
Nylon and another synthetic
called Reemay are now being
made into covers for the beds.
According to Ira Massie,
extension tobacco specialist in
the UK College of Agriculture,
these man-made covers




covers to the letter," Massie
advises. "Our test have shown
they are correct."
Massie recommends using a
thin layer of clean, seed-free
straw between seedbed and
synthetic cover, ratber than
the traditional wires poles
and bottles used in the past to
keep covers from lying
directly on young plants.
"I would encourage all
growers, including those using
cotton covers, to do away with
wires, poles and bottles and to
replace them with a layer of
straw.- he says. Plant coming
up through the straw are
strong enough to push the
covers up; and the straw tends
to get in the way far less than
bottles an crw ires. There's also
less chance of puncturing
covers with the straw than
With titittlis,^971tes and poles."
Massie stresses that the
straw must be clean and
absolutely free of seeds of any
kind, suggesting that straw
with seeds. be cleaned or
treated with methyl bromide.
"The synthetic covers are
considerably less expensive
than cotton,- continues the
specialist. "But cotton last
longer, the synthetics are good
for one season or, with care,
possibly two. Light destroys
fabrics — particularly syn-
thetics.
"Every hole in the edge of
the synthetic cover must be
pegged to the ground firmly."
Massie adds. "Otherwise,
you'll find pieces-of your cover
hanging on your television
antenna and down in the
gulley."
An important change in
tobacco bed management
comes about because or in-
creased warmth arid' moisture




under synthetic covers ac-
celerate growth of the
seedlings," Massie Says,
recommending that tobacco
beds covered with these
Calloway County, was
represented at the recent
annual meeting by Lowel
Palmer.
Members of the State Ex-
tension Advisory Council
serve for 2-year terms on a
rotational basis. One of the
two meinbers from each
is replaced each year.
The grassroots process for
developing Extension
educational programs in
Kentucky starts at the county
level. Every 9'ounty his an
Extension Athisory Council
with 15 to 30 members. They
elect 4 of their members to
represent the county on their
;,-Area Extension Advisory
Council. Two members from
each Area Council serve on
the State Council.
The state group, which met
this week, counsels with the
Cooperative Extension Ser--
vice's Director, Associate
Director arid their designated
- administrative and program --




_ dentelopr eat. implementation






Our Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your check
will be cregited to your ac-
count on the same day
- safe7466-::






Dean and Director Charles
E. Barnhart announced that
Jan. 8-12, 1979— a -year from
now — will be "Farm and
Home Week" on the UK
Campus in Lexington.
"This will be a new and
bigger 'model' of an event that
was a tradition among farm
families through the early
1960s," Barnhart said. "Our
expanded 1979 program," he
emphasized. -will reach
beyond the farm to serve the
needs of Kentuckians in all
walks of life wherever they
work and live."
All departments of the
Colleges of Agriculture and
Home Economics and their
entire staffs will be involved in
developing the program.
Other resources of the
University and off-campus
expertise may be called on to
help provide the latest and
best information available.
"With rural and urban
Kentuckians facing
challenging times of economic
and social pressures, we feel
that a special effort is needed
to help them with all the in-
formation that the College of
Agriculture can make
available," Barnhart said.
He emphasized that the
week's program is being
developed to help people solve
problems, make sound
decisions, plan for the future,
stimulate their thinking,
become better informed about
important issues, and enrich
their lives. Topics will span a
Wide range of specific in-
terests -- from those of far-
synthetics be seeded no more mers, businessmen and
than SO days before tran- factory employees to those of
splantir% • • ----‘•••• .imf arm and. city homemakers.
Tay!or_Motors, Inc.
-- Is Now A
Warehouse Distributor
For The Following Manufacturers
of Truck Parts
This Is Only A Partial
Lid Of Lines Carried
Ili ., Brake Lining:
,, II-Joints For All Trucks
fr- Complete Liao et Filters





v. Parking Brake Chamber
v.- Service Brake Chambers
DAYCO RUBBER PRODUCTS
0Universal Belts & Noses
Sizes from the smallest to the biggest
W e carry all kinds of heater hoses
BRAKE DRUMS
v- For All Types of Trucks
BENDIX WESTINGHOUSE
v-New & Repair Exchange Values For All Air Systems
C1245 LIGHTS
v• Complete Line of Lights For Cars & Trucks
If We Don't Have the Part
You Need, We Can Get
It In A Few Days
Taylor Motors Inc.
So. 4th St. 753-1372
I.
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Another Victim'. Is Added
To 314111sidelfrangkieDeath
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Members of the Hillside
Strangler task force began
Sunday trying to ferret out the
men in the life of the latest
-victim, 20-year-old Cindy Lee
Hudspeth.
Police said Miss Hudspeth,
whose dude body was found in
the Angeles National Forest
on Friday, was the Hillside
Strangler's 13th victim. Her
body the upper torso
showing signs of a struggle -
was discovered in the trunk of
her own car, pushed off 'an
embankment on the Angeles
Crest Highway.
The bodies of the restiof -the_
victims have been fond
tossed under tree & and bushes,
but otherwise, "it fits the
strangler's pattern exactly,"
said a police source.
Authorities are convinced
the killing was the work of the
same person or persons
re 'tile for the strangling
death , of 12 other young
women since last fall. Police
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said the strangler tett nis
"signature" in Miss Hud-
speth's murder, but they
declined to explain what the •
identifying element was.
4 Miss Hudspeth lived in a
quiet Glendale residential
area, directly across the
street from the apartment of
another strangler victim,
Kristina Weckler. Police
speculated the strangler may
have known one or both
wortien and may even live in
the same area.
Investigators spent most of
Saturday searching for, a
yellow van and two persons
spotted near the dead
.woman's car by a helicopter
crew who saw the car early
Friday. That lead fizzled when
Vorest ServiCe employees.
Another lead concerned a
man Miss Hudspeth bad been
dating. She had described the
man-, known onlyas Curt, as a
sheriff' deputy. Bob Young, a
student with Miss Hudspeth at
Glendale Community College,
said she began • dating 'Curt
last summer. He said he was
dubious about his being a
deputy because of his dirty-
oronde-, -longun-flair and
because he seemed too young
- in his early or mid4)s.
It has been speculated that
the strangler may be posing as
some law edforceMent of-
ficial.. One of the victims,
Lauren Wagner, was seen
shortly before her death
pulled over to the side of a
road by a vehicle which looked
like a patrol car.
A friend, Wanda Huff, said -
Miss Hudspeth had taken her
share of precautions against
the unknown jailer.
--It must hahe been someone
she luiew.and trusted," said
Miss Huff. "If anything, Cindy
was too careful. She locked the
doors, never picked Up riders
she was just careful."
the diver calledjd ...A.: kleigbbQi: Overheard the










Poison Control  1511588
Seniot Citizens 753-0929,
Seedling  753-NEID




visitor shortly a ter she was
last seen alive Thursday,
about 4:30 p.m., when she-was
seen paying her rent. The
neighbor, Betty Joseph, said
she heard Miss Hudspeth ask
someone_ twice: "What are
you doing here?"
"She didn'l-sound that dis-
turbed," Mrs. Joseph said.
''She just sounded surprised ...
and she repeated it, like an ex-
clamation. It was like some-
by she hadn't seen for a long
time."
Then, Mrs. Joseph said, she
heard foorstepS-- "like people
walking. It didn't sound like
people scuffling."
Miss -Hudspeth failed -to
show up about 90 minutes later
when she was due at-her part-
time clerical job at Clenciale'
Conuncknity College.
-Wino Sam
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YOU'VE BEEN ASKING FOR A
KNUCKLE SANDWICH, BEETLE, AND*
NOW YOU'RE GOING TO GET ST/

















(1 KNEW YOU WERE
TRASH ! CLEAR OUT
BEFORE I BLAST
YOU.,
ON SECOND THOUGHT I'D
RATHER HAVE A PEANUT
BUTTER AND JELLY ON A
SOFT ROLL
Ng ,MA'AM ... I DON'T
KNOW W(4A15 601N6 ON-7(
1978 Unetect Feature Sted•cate Inc
TAKE-IT ErfleY.





Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us Yours for extra'
copies. Made from any
size into any, size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Arteraft, 118 South-12th.;
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
WKS safe & feet with
Genesi Tablets & I•Vap
"water pis" UMW Dm,
101 S. 4th.
















. /916 and 753-1917.
- BELTONE- -FACTORY _
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Storer Murray, Ky.
Call 7534272.,






-, sgressions, ,  .
Chastisement, Bruised.
These sixteen words are
Very important in the
• life of -Christians! If you
have not yet learned the
vital importance of
these words to your
spiritual life, call 753-
0984 for chapter and












1 Notice 6 Help nantea





was late, but our
prices are better than





3. Card Of Thanks
THE. LOCKE
CHILDREN would like
to take this opportunity
to say thanks to
everyone for all the help
received after our home
was destroyed by fire.
Special Lhank-a t° • the




In memory of Kevin Prit-
chett who passed away shr
months ago on August 10, 1917.
The Final
Nome
How great and glorious it
will be
To cross that river dark and
&eV;
To lead upon the gilded
_shore
And dwell with God forever-
To walk on streets all paved
witAhmi live with saints in day'
avid






after 5 p.m. L-13.
10 Business Opportunity
HOMEWORKERS 7- $500













ms for qualified person
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can now get group in-
surance--- (Excess
Major Medical)-at low
group-rates. For a free
brochpre call Bennett
and Associates, 203 _
South 5th Street,'
Murfay, 75,14273 Or TM... ---
1-486.-
14 Want To Buy
WANTED- USED wood
knee hole desk in good





357 MAGNUM for sale.
Call 436-2635,
22 Musical
FOR SALE Baby Grand
piano. Interested parties
only. Call 1-362-4072.
GIBSON 1.4-A guitar with








Arad Castly Nom Ileamirs
Kelly's Termite
8. Pest Control
Mean owed mil *NOW net U
pow Oa rot gip Ng emirs* POO fai
I lialmod.




27. Mobile Home Sales
To sit beside that river there





And dwell in mansions safe
from doom..
To sing in rapture with the




with Him Who died
for me
- And Dan with God eternally!
How many blessings are in
store
For those who hope that
narrow door
'-And-wallridong that path soy'
strait
Until they enter Heaven's
gate.
A plage„ a land forever fair
How sweet 'twill be to war-
shigor brre;igtd a hope that
Christian owns:
To call God's land his final
home.
By His Family.
5 lost And Found
LOST FEMALE blue tick











business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795









like trying n party line
eur entire (mutation ,




gold rings, old eye
glasses and dental gold.








WANT Ti) BUY John • 1971 12 z•I15 11/2 baths, 3
Deere lawn mower: 10, bedroom unfurnished.
12 or 14 horse. Call 435-• Can-7534570.
4429. -
1975'12 x 70 3 bedroom, 11/2
_GOOD USED MOBILE---hath.---A41-----eleetrie-.-
- homes. Call 1-527-8322. Central air. Call 437-
4654.15 Articles For Sale
UPRIGHT-PIANCN800d






WOOD FOR SALE, will
• deliver. Call 437-4617.
AIR CONDITIONER, -
12,000 BTU. Two years
old. $115. Call 753-8438.
FOR SALE PIE Safe,
empier 4 dradter chest.





Good condition. 165. Call
753-3143.
BURLED CHESTS and

















KING SIZE bed - mat-
tress and box springs.
Stearns & Foster, ex-
cellent condition, clean.
$95. Call 753-9567 after 5.
18 Sewing
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows 'on South--
16th St. Now In Stock.,
Columbia Minerva
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight;
sports weight also ba*
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete •
line of accessories for all






trailer. 12 X 65.-tentral
• air, heat, fireplace and --
bar. Call 759-1951 after 6
p.m.






TWO 2 bedroom trailers.
Call 753-0957.
WANTED RELIABLE
person to share trailer
and expenses. $50 per
month and help pay
utilities. Call 759-1806.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




TWO CAR CLEAN up
or body shop building.
Call 759-1951 after 6 p.m.
FOR RENT






32 Apartments for Rent















couple or single. .Call
753-4808.
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37 Livestock Suopliec
GRAIN ED STEERS, 211:112111111
cvdtr pound dressed-- TWO BEDROOM frameweig t, 83 cents cut, house con 753.
wrapped and frozen.
Call 489-2281 from 6-8
38 Pets Supplies
AKC TOY POODLE,
puppies. 5 weeks old.




Six weeks old. Solid
white. $45.00 each. Call




Barn, 13th and Main.
Open Saturday 9:30-2
p.m.
4 1. Reai Estate
-
WILSON
holey Comstry Wolf This
lass look of Ibis 3 bedroom.
11/2 Nib ham loaded op
proximMoly 3 mks from
town me 121 S. Otbor %Mores
Mei* borgo 10, morel Moe
ck, cod storm doors & 
dows. Loss Ilmm $40,000.
Attrectivo 4 keg= 1/2
WA Mai moor located is
Smedoms.._ Masa at .333.066
idodos mils, ref., dish-
smobor, viell kidnaped whir
$222 patio.
753-3263 Anytime
31EA .42k. X In
1 =CM
SIXTY-FOUR acres of
good farmland for sale.
This is located in Graves
County. Farm has two
large grain storage bins,
tobacco barn with side
JUST LISTED 2 bedroom
frame, recently
redecorated ... very
clean, located on ap-
proximately 1 acre lot. .
Priced in the teens.
We'd like to hear from
you. That's right, we
would-like to hear from
you when you have a
real estate need. In a
sheds, tool house, two very real sense, this
bedroom house and IS office is - your
fenced. This -is located headquarters-
on a good gravel road staff is here to help you.
only one mile from Call us at 753-1492 or
blatttop state road- stop by your real estate
Thinking of buying a service center at 1200
farm, then you will want Sycamore.
to consider this one. Call
Bob Rodgers, 753-7116 or
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.
7534101 or 75317531,-
FOR REAL ESTATE IN




a very active year in the
real estate market. Let
us assist you in Selling
your home and-or
locating a fine new home
in 1978. We have 5 full-
.time sales professionals
to assist-you M any type
real estate transaction.-
Why not give us a call at
7531222; Kopperud
Realty makes buying
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II HAVE WI' UNDERSTOOD A WORD OF753-4451
49. Used Cars & Trucks 51 Services Offered
• •
'THAT _601313LEIN GOOK THEY'RE
SAYING IN wA5HINGTON SINCE- ERIC




Pogue Ave. Only $17,000.
Galloway Realty, 505
Main Street, 753-5842.
SPIC & SPAN- Very neat
three bedroom brick
home-with central heat-





homes listed for sale
LOCATED SIX miles Calloway County
southeast of New -------MMtiPle Listing Sec-
18-ACRES located east of Concord,185 acres. This 
vice.
Puryear, Tn. on property has---many
blacktop road. Thil can ' pOtentials, from far- GREAT ROOM for great
be bought for less than 'fling to development- people. Economically
-1600.0o per acre:. About . Good_ road' access, built home...fireplace.
55 acres are tendable. maintained by the, with heatalator, 
heat
Nearly 75 per cent of the county. Call John - pump, central 
electric
.....-Larm.has.guodibacti. ' Neubauer or check with heat and air, 3 
bedroom
fencing: John C- our o ice o n a
Neubauer, Realtor; Po Neubauer, Realtor, 505 other extras...priced in
Main St., 753-0101 - 753- Main St. 753-0101 or 75,4- the 30's. Call 
753-1492




















46 HOIT1P For Sale
tryNE,R_ 3 _ large
bedrooms, 1% baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many.
extras. 2 miles from
off 121 S. -tastefully decorated Murray 32 or 762..
throughout We feel lila - 
6970.is. the best home in the
mid- Ws 441 t'2daY-'s- -won-SALE-BY-OWNER
market. Let us tell you two bedroom brick
more about it! Phone home. Carpet, drapes,
KOPPERUD REALTY, central heat and air with
753-1222 anytime. 10' a 12' storage--
-
building, Three miles
LOOKING FOR that - North of Mayfield. Call
special lot to build on Murray after& p.m. 759-
this spring? Look no 4881. 
1969 FORD PICKUP. Call
437-4269.











_owner, 11800. Call 753-
6816.
1965 VALIANT, 2 door
with Straight shift, slant









miles. Factory maga. 6
cylinder. • Like new.














Unique, 1971 made]. Air
condition. Roll out side
awning. Gas or _electric
.refr1gerator. With
shower. Used only once.
For details call 753-8218
CUSTOM Upholstery.
Free estimates. Call 436-
2786.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling




ters installed per your
"specifteationS. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
_ estimate&
-CTUANGE THAT











smallest to the most






' FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310







- rock, lithe, sand and
decorative rock. Also
grain hauling available.


















exterior. Also dry wall
finialdng. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe wept
needs:. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John










TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and




Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales and ser-













We are manufacturers of chemical specialt?ea for the Industrial, in-
etituttonal andeammerciat market'.
If you area hard worterthwi a strong desire to micceedioraides it-vin
=sweep= We air money „hertyryou
Our socar Women !Mining $16,001to $46,006.
1306 to1260 wieldy draw addincedivem NOMA ilrsrcom 





To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new- +
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every
home and building owner can use it. We are the
only manufacturer that trains how to install with
on the Job training and by factory experienced
installers. No fees of any kind. We are only in-
terested in selling this foam insulation and equip-
ment that we manufacture. Can be applied all
year round. Write: Imperial Coatings &
Chemicals, 4700 Wissahickon Ave., Phila., Penn.






* Super SURGILATORg agitator
• 3 cycles: NORMAL, PERMT.




Whirlpool Automatic Regular $9.S6
DRYER This Week Only 941 MB:
Also Skop Complete Lines Of Quasar Elec-




r oca e n
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a slit level. Take
a look at Thias tot 1ik-ifte-d-
--at--151-4--Oxferd Drive
theecall Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,






NEW LISTING - Near
the university on a quiet,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout,
home has living room,




1222 or come by our
conveniently located
office in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING - House and









still needs carpet laid
and trim work, com-
pleted. Phone KOP-
PERUb REALTY, 753-
1222 or visit our office at
711 Main. We are
working hard to provide
the best possible real
estate service for you.
REALT r PS







FOR SALE by owner
house and 3.3 acres, 2
miles from Murray.
Modern 2 bedroom fully
carpeted with fireplace.
Built-in appliances. Lots
of cabinets and closets.
Patio overlooking
private lake. Barn
suitable for horse or
pony, plus outside
storage building and
shop. All on beautifully
landscaped wooded
acres. Priced low 40's.
Call 753-9850.
WANTED
Assistant Director for the Mayfield Community
Development Agency. Some experience with housing
or building is desirable. Ability to work with low and
moderate income families and minorities essential.-
The Agency is willing to do extensive training in the
public housing sector field for the right individual.
Applications may be obtained by contacting the
Mayfield Community Development Agency, City
Hall, Mayfield, KY., 42066, Ph. No. 502-247-0626. Ap-
plications will be acceOted thrtiugh Mardi S., 1978.















been thinking about a
weekend retreat-cottage
at the Lake, then now is
the time to act. 3
bedrooms, 1 bath, large
kitchen, 90 X 150 Lot in
Panorama Shores. Only
118,000. Call or come by






mi Sycamore iherroy, ky.
• SMALL FRAME house
and lot. Has barn" Cali
73-7369. • ALL TYPES backhoe and
- • ---stiptleienr-work Fl IdTHREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With 1
• acre Of - land, -garage -




teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guara_n-






49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2204. •
1973 PINTO, aatomatic,
31,000 miles. Orii owner.
Excellent condition.
$1195. 1803 College Farm
Rd.




lock in 1100 tires Hubs,









Good shape. $895. Call
753-3222.
1967 CHEVROLET
pickup truck. Call l$37-
4701 or 437-9505. -
_
1973 BUICK Riviera, fully
equipped. 1975Zhevrolet
4 wheel drive, fully
equipped, wide tires and
wheels. Call 474-2384.
1976 WHITE OLDS
Cutlass, 2 door hardtop,
local, low mileage. Call
753-8766.
FOR SALE - 1972
Chevrolet pickup.... 350
engine, automatic, air,
radio, topper, new tires.
Call 1-362-4072.
1e71 V.W., engine has
-5,000 miles. New tires,
needs tranemlssion
work 1300. Call 7534745.
. e













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.




ffttient  serVice. No_jab  
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
ELECTRIC WIRING












1431"1"1" *H 't I
C' 
C
Fri. & Sal. 8-2:30 
a
OIS




Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
 •
numturt. Met IS SO .
0. Ono tel fro. lawns-sus
An eqonf opportunity empioyer
OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING!,
Want your own business? Well-now is the time.
Here is an opportunity to be your own boss in a
thriving restaurant. Located on South 4th Street
near the , downtown section. THE
LAND...BUILDING...& EQUIPMENT...Why
Waft??? See us today.
105 M. 1211 Slew
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE753-8880
THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
Airdrie Reedy 133-9036
Barbara Erwin 7334136
Romer Miller 733-7319 .
Warren Strepshire 7534277
IL IL Meek 733-2317
helm Moody 733-9036
Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized peg. will rim weekly - clip it from










































Nesse, renloa, woo, sensor,
prior end concrete tools end
*ft.
753-5703





























Earl Knight, formerly of
M urra y and Calloway.. County.
died Friday at 9:40 p.m. at the
Randolph County Hospital,
Muncie, Ind. he was 61 years
of age and a resident of
Parker City, Ind. His .death
followed an extended illness.
NI r. Knight .was. a . member
a  Baptist Church, an Army
veteran of World War II, and a
retired truck driver. Born Oct.
21,- 117.-at New -Concord, he
was the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Seldon Knight, but had
been reared since he was eight
months old. by the late Mr. and
Mrs. Stokley Stewart of
Murray. • -
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs-"Joretta-
Parker City, Ind.; two
daughters, Miss Linda Knight,
Atlanta, Ga.. and Mrs. Sylvia
Wheeler, Carson City,
Nevada; three sons, James
Knight, Selma, ,Ind•, Tommy
Knight, Hamtram'ck, Mich.,
and Ronnie Knight, Hazel
Park, Mich.-; one sister, Mrs.
William. (Pearl) Kimbro,
Murray Route Seven; five
grandchildren.
The .funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p:m. at the
tbe-Maii Churchill"
Funeral Home With the Rev.
Virgil Blankenship officiating.
Burial will
date it the Outland Cemetery.




• _ The Mal rites for. Sherman
YcpmgoLf Benton Route Five
-were-held Sunday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. sWilliard'ailey
Union Ridge-Cemetery..
Mr. Young, Age 73, died
Friday at 10:15 a.m. at the
...Penton Hospital, He was a
member of the Cumberland
Baptist Church and a retired
employee of The Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alice Young; two
daughters, Mrs. Mary Sir's
and Mrs. Hazel Edwards,
- -Benton Route Five; two sons,
Robert Young, Memphis, Tn.,
and Glenn Ray Young, Benton
Route Five; twelve grand-





The funeral for Mrs. Eva
Mai McDaniel of 401. North
Fifth Street, Murray, was held
Saturday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Max
Funeral Horde with Bro. John
Dale officiating. - The song
service, led by Jerry Bolls,
was by singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ where she was a
Films To Kick Off State Lawmakers Have A Month
Black History Month
To Resolve Emotional Issues 
presentation, and a fashion
and talent show are the ,
remaining events scheduled at
Murray State University in
February as part of an em-
phasis -during the month •on
-Rediscovering Black
History."
All activities in the series
sponsored by the Minority
Awareness Committee of the
Student Government to create „
nlember,- ' —an"- iiiiireness of "bTaëk
-Patibearers- -were- -thririn heritage are open to thiblie
Jones, Paul Silcox, Robert at no charge.
Ross, Alton Jones, Lestel Films to be shown are -"The
Elkins, and Mickey Boggess. Learning Tree" on Tuesday
Burial was in the Palestine evening Feb. 21, and "The
'Cemetery. Autobiography of Miss Jane
Mrs. McDaniel, age 82, died Pittman" on Wednesday, Feb.
Thursday at two p. at-'the r 2. Each movie ill being at 9 p.
Murray-Calloway County m.. in the student -Center
Hospital. Her husband, Unie auditorium.
-*Daniel, died in 192ii. west-side:piziyet 
June 18, 1895,. she as the
daughter of thelate Monroe
Jones and Theora Gantt
Jones. She- was a retired
employee of the Parker Food
Market.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Joe Dorothy)
Parker and her husband, Joe,
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Steve Duncan, Allen Park,
Mich., three borhters, Alvin,,
Holitian, and Lowell Jones, all
of Murray; two "grand-
children, -Sammy Parker and
Mrs. Cindy Lowe; two great
grandchildren, Wendy and
Melody Parker.
theatrical group • of mostly
black youths from Louisville,
will perform at 4 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 25, in the
Student- Center auditorium.
Directed by - Carroll J.
Oscar  Edwardaray
Dies At. Hi&Honie
Oscar Edward. Bray of
Puryear, Tn., died Thursday
at his home. He was 91 years
of age_and ,a, retiredjactory
worker.
Mt. Bray is survived byins-
wife,'Mrs. Frances Bray, and
one daughter, Mrs. Catherine
Denwiddie, Puryear, Tn.
The funeral was held
ure.ya o . .
Chapel, Ridgeway,Morticians,
Paris, Tn. Burial was in the
Puryear Cemetery.
Final rites for Mrs. William
S. (Ola Jones) Murdock of the
-Lynn Grove community were
held Saturday at one p. m. at
• the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. 0. T. I Bill) Arnett of-
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as soloist and organist.
Serving as pallbearers were
Fred Anderson, Hoyt Jones,
Glenn Outland, Bobby Jetton,
Billy Paul Howard, and Ar-
chie Whiteside. Burial was in
the Beech Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Murdock, age 85, died
Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. at the
Maplewood Farms Nursing
Home, Mayfield. She was a
lifetime member of the Beech
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, and was
born May 20, 1892, to the late
William and Ada Wingo Jones.
Survivors include her
husband, William S. Murdock,
to whom she was married on
Feb. 28, 1916; one daughter,
Mrs. G. B. Seay, Rockford,
Ill.; two sons, Calvin,
Cherryville, N. C., and ;Wax,
Detroit, Mich.; two sisters,
- 'Mrs. Myrtle Turner and Mrs.
Erma Jackson, Mayfield; two
brothers, B. G. -Jones,
---,Mayfield, and _Boyd R. Jones,





Frey:five worlis of art are in-
cluded in a current exhibit,
The Last 3 Years: A Selection
of Recent Acquisitions," at the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts here.
The exhibition features oil
paintings, Watercolors, dravi:'
trigs, preparatory sketches, ta-
pestries and a stained glass
window, by artists such as An-
shut?, _Calder, Kline, Lafarge
and Parrish. Closing date for




"Twelfth 'Night," a comedy
of desquise and romance by
William Shakespeare, will be
performed by the University
Theatre • at Murray State
University Feb. 23-25.
-Cor-ti-an—time—for--each-
performance- is 8 pm.
evening in the University
*Theatre( 1 
Fine Arts Center on , the
campus.
Robert E. Johnson,
associate professor.... in the
Department of Speech and
Theatre, will ilirect -the 22-
member cast: Sets have been
designed by David S. S. Davis,
Owensboro junior.





Mrs. Marion (Mary E.
Matthews of Murray Route
Eight died Saturday at 6:30
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 72
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church. Born-Aug. 8,
1905, in Kentucky, she was the
daughter of the late Orlando
_ C. Cox and Suede Belle Allen
Cox.
Mrs. Matthews is survived
by her husband, Marion
Matthews, Murray Route
Eight; one daughter, Mrs.
Walton (Electa) Fulkerson,
Almo Route One; one son, Ed
Matthews, Zenia, Ohio; two
sisters, Mrs. Cecil (Lo) Roop,
Clearwater, Fla., and Mrs.
Wayne (Neva) DeCamp",-Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; six grand-
children.
The funeral was held this
morning at eleven o'clock at
the chapel of the J.- H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Calvin Wilkins and the
Rev. Virgil Blankenship of-
ficiating. The music and song
service was by Juanita Lee
and Bobbie Burkeen.
Pallbearers were Eddie
Clyde Hale, Eddie Car-
michael, Edward Hale, Milton
Outland, Aubrey Cook, and
Jimmy Kelley. Burial was in
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
bethan era. The action
Lakes place during the twelfth
day after christmas.
Admission is $2.50 or by
season tickets. Tickets may be




. Murray State University
fonthall coach Mike Gottfried_
will be the guest speaker at
the regular meeting of the
Murray Optimist Club
Tuesday evening. The
meeting, at Sirloin Stockade..
will begin at 6 p. m.
Fuel Charges To Rise
Monthly charges for TVA
power will go up by 69 cents
per thousand kilowatthours in
March, reversing a decline-
this month-and leaving fuel-
based charges at about the
same levels as in. January,
TVA said today.'
The increase results from a
rise last month in power
system costs for fuel and
purchased power, mainly as a
result of greater use of oil-
burning peaking turbines and
- power purchases to meet the
heavy power demands
produced by unusually cold
weather.
If temperatures follow a
normal moderating trend
from that long cold spell in
January and early February,
electric heating customers in
most cases still -will have a
reduction in power bills.
for its socicodrama presen-
tations, as well as traditional
theatre. It performs ap-
proximately po times a year
through a program supported
by the- .NatiOnal: EILdrintient
for the -Krts, the Kentucky
Arts Commission, the Greater
Louisville Fund, an public
contributions.
Performances have been
given by the West Side
'Players* at- the-University of
'NOW 1Danit, De ilium
University, the University of
Kerituay, Bawling Green
University, the University of
Michigan, and Stephens
College as well as to civic
groups and inner-city schools
primarily in the tri-state area
of Indipa, Illinois, and
Kentucky.
---The-fashian-4nekaleat-iltew-
to began at 7 p.m. on Tuesday
Feb. 28, will be televised live
from the MSU-TV Channel 11
studios of Murray State.
University on the sixth floor
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Students will model the
latest in fashion and present_
various talent routines during
the program.-
Patricia Ann Petty of
Louisvilre- is the Chairperson
of the Minority Awardness




Mur. ay State University
one of 26 midwestern schools
participating in the 11th.
Annual Midwest College Jazz





perform at 8 pm. Friday,
Feb. 24 in Hammerschmidt
ape on t e m urs
College campus. The Combo
will perform Sat. at 1:30 p.m.
Popular jazz artists
saxophonist Don Menza and
trombonist Kai -Winding will
serve-as-clinicians and-judges
and will perform with the
Elmhurst College Jazz Band
Sunday, evening, Feb. 26, at
7:30 p.m. Dan Morgenstern,
director of the Institute of Jazz
Stinfies atRutgers University,
New Jersey, will serve as
chief adjudicator.
o three-day
Bands jaifi 4voltintiehos judged
utstand , 
competition will also perform
Sunday_ evening, Feb. 26.
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKF'ORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
lawmakers have one more month to
resolve some el-the-Trier! -emotional
issues of the 1978 General Assembly.
They also must tackle two of the
longest and most somples bills of the
session and vote on the state's budget
for the next two years.
Legislation introduced at this point Is
not likely to get too far, unless it's
simple ailit -1‘kticontroverstal or -ert-
-dorsed by Gov'. Julian Citrroll.
-Even some legislation prettied fIN•
consideration or. introduced early in the
session faces rough going at this late
date if it has not passed at least one
committee.
It's Aime when some legislators are
getting discouraged with the committee
system because their legislation is not
—getbrig-te3be-flem, ' -  
There could be a flurry of discharge
petitions filed in both chambers in the
next several days as a result. The
discharge petition allows a legislator to
bring a bill to the floor for a vote,
thereby circumventing -committees
that won't report out a bill.
Sponsors of bills to rescind .Ken-
1ucky's ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment, to require deposits on all
beverage containers and asking Con-
gress to call a constitutional convention
to enact a right-tolffe amendment have
said they will file petitions to bring their
bills tio a floor vot in life Senate.
Another method for getting a vote on
-a bill that can't get out of commitee-is-to
attach the bill as an amendment to
some relevant piece of legislation. With
time running out, legislators may begin
finking more-Tirequent --use of that --
technique.
A bill banning the sale in Kentucky of
phandgunc 
night specials may get to the floor of the
House via that route.
Although the real crunch of the 60-day
session won't occur until the last two
weeks, the daily calendar of bills is
growing steadily longer.
Last Friday, more than 40 measures
were posted for passage-in the House,
Yet the Senate had to deal with only tour
bills. The upper chamber will feel the

















HB 22 SIGNED INTO LAW—Gov. Julian Carroll signs into law House Bill
22 as its sponsor, Rep, Ken Imes (D-Murray), watches. The bill increases
from 10 to 60 days the time an original purchaser may returii- a motor
vehicle to a dealer for replacement and receive a refund of the motor
• vehicle usage tax.
Extensive budget hearings are
continuing on the proposed executive
budget for 197810, and the vote on the
comprehensive budget bill Should come
in. the next couple of weeks.- -
The House will take up two long and
complex bills this week, involving
creation and operation of special
districts and the powers of Kentucky
cities.
Alm likely to come up again this week
Coal...
in the House is a ,bill to require motor
vehicle owners to display a windshield
sticker indicating the datethat liability
insurance expires. The measure was
discussed Friday, but the vote- post-
poned because of the controversy over
the measure.
• The Senate is expected to consider a
-controversial bill to legalize the
manufacture and sale of the purported
cancer drug Laetrile and several anti-
abortion measures.
(Continued From Page 1)
Merlin Breaux, Gulf Oil's vice- -
president for industrial relations, said
the tentative O&M - contract
represented a" compromise between
what the UMW wanted and what BCOA
wanted. The UMW'sbargaining council
had previously rejected a BCOA offer
Breaux said other coal companies
have three. a1ternatives1', fellow the
P&M contract pattern, continue
negotiations with the UMW or stand by
and let Carter intervene.
The breakthrough in the P&M con-
tract came as administration officials
were exploring the possibility of en-
n • ivi • ua settlements
tftween BCOA companies and local
UMW units.
imposing penalties Oh mineri who go
out on wildcat strikes.
PLEASE!
We are asking all businesses in. Murray to
Set Thermostats
At 60 deg.





If all Businesses and Homes will
voluntarily cut back on electricity
and natural gas usage we can avoid
a crisis. Hopefully we can prevent
Murray being included in the
"rotating blackoid" which TVA may
be forced to institute shortly.
Street lighting will be drastically
curtailed during this emergency.
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